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Roger Gibson and Frank Badalson are now offering, the MoPar restorer and enthusiast, state of
the art products, supplies, authentic reproduction and NOS parts.

Consider the fact that our entire line has been thoroughly researched, developed and, most
importantly, used daily. We have taken the extra time, effort and expense to bring our

customers authentic and correct restoration supplies and parts.

“Special Discounts to all Winged Warriors / N.B.O.A. Club Members”  
                  
       ****Prices subject to change; call for exact quotes on items and shipping****

** NOW ACCEPTING VISA AND MASTERCARD **

_____________________________________________________________
***PLEASE NOTE NEW CATALOG FORMAT***

USE ORDER NUMBER AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION
24 HOUR FAX ORDER LINE 804-275-1969

For your convenience use order form at the end of catalog.

***EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY THERE MAY BE A RESTOCKING FEE OF 
15% ON ANY RETURNED PART***
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NEW PRODUCTS PAGE  8-25-15

 
71stud        Once again available!   Original 71 only tail light stud caps as found inside trunk and 
                   used on 71 'cuda.  Correct black plastic”top-hat” style plug.............................$ 2.00 ea

834           NEW!   68-70 B-body and A body outside manual mirror.  Correct pentastar logo as original
                                                                                       ……………………………………$ 135.00 ea.
                                  **** We have remote mirrors as well****

HOP        NEW! Finally Authentic and correct 66-69 Hemi only oil pan. Correct gauge and 
                 Dimensions with correct baffles.  Supplied with correct drain plug and 20 correct bolts

                                                                                                  ………….$ 275.00 complete
COWL        NEW!  Correct E-body chrome trim screws for the stainless  lower windshield trim.  Set of
                    10 pieces…..since there are some variations, you may call with your particular
                     fastener request………………………………………..set of 10 chrome   $ 25.00

BBB         NEW!  Most B-body front bumper bracket to frame rail bolts. Authentic ¾ inch hex head
                 with 1.25 inch washer and 1.5 inches long.                                 Set of 4…$ 20.00

BBE          NEW! Most E-body, front bumper brackets to frame rail bolts. Authentic ¾ inch hex 
                  Head with 1.3 inch washer with “teeth”.                                    Set of 4…$ 20.00

PC73         ***New Authentic 1973  440-4 B-body positive battery cable.  Our same  high quality
                       Cable, now available for 73 440HP, B-body applications…………….$ 180.00 ea.

STG          NEW!  Authentic steering gear to k-frame mounting bolt set. Correct ½-13, large
                  Hex head style.  Three bolts and 3 washers…….bolts with correct lock washers   $15.00/set
                              ….specify set desired…………..             bolts with correct conical washer  $ 18.00/set

DCBE        NEW!   Authentic early style Dana cover bolts as used 66- early 68 dana.  Correct bolt
                   And correct loose external tooth washer……………………..set of 10………….$ 15.00

6PCS            NEW!  Authentic 340-6 and 440-6 solenoid  idle speed adjusting screw. Correct Zinc-
                        dichromate (gold) plating as original, and correct rounded base as original….$ 12.50 ea

2BBL           NEW!   Authentic Holley 340-6 and 440-6  carb base gaskets.  Authentic dark color with
                    “REAR” stamped into gasket as originals.        ……… ($10.00 each) Set of 3 $25.00

69TC           NEW! NEW! NEW! Finally a correct  69 ½ and 70 B-body, 440-6 throttle cable that wont 
                     fall apart.  Authentic and correct in dimensions and function……..$ 85.00

Ecan           New!  Authentic E-Body collapsible spare inflator canister. Correct size and yellow 
                   Cap…………………………………………………………….w/ bracket  $ 165.00
                    very nice repo, lesser quality...........................................................................$75.00

69HR          NEW!   Finally done. An authentic 67-69 big block  heat riser repair kit.  Kit features
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                    correctly formed counterweight and correct parts for installation w/ instructions
                                                                                                                  …………………175.00

                                                                                    
RES           NEW! Authentic E body resonators now available.  Faithfully reproduced from 
                   Originals.  Correct interior construction along with factory spot welds.  These are
                    Just like assembly line equipped parts.  Have dates for 1970 and 1971, fully licensed
                    with Pentastar logo, vendor code and date………………………….. $625/pair

PSE            NEW! Never before available!    Hemi power steering gear fitting for all 66-68 Hemi.
                   Authentic and correct brass 90 degree fitting supplied with authentic, unique jam nut
                    And  o-ring.  Also used on  383 A-bodies.  Original part number 2267528
                                                                                                                 ……………………$ 55.00 each

PSL           same as above for  69-71 Hemi and 69 383 A-bodies; original part # 2537392..$55.00 ea
                                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                            

69Val       NEW! Valve covers, correct 69 big block valve covers;  as original  on all 383, 440
                 and 440-6, performance engines; supplied with cork style gaskets, pcv grommet and
                   mounting hardware. The right side cover has correct plug wire routing tabs and wire
                   looms as original and all tabs are correctly rubber dipped………………pair $240.00
    
69S                Now available! Correct  silver cad plated carb stud for 69 ½ six pack.  Unique
                      throttle cable stud as mounted on the center carb. Supplied with washer, clips, and 
                      special mounting nut……………………………………………set……$35.00 

LUGN          NEW!   Correct, original style “dimple”  chrome lugnuts.  Original style chrome
                      Plating.  Left nuts have single “L” stamped as original.  Set of 10 left & 10 right
                        ……………….. $ 105.00/set 20 

LHS                       New! Left hand wheel studs. Correct  copper color as original; available

                        For front disc and drum , 66-70 B & E body these are ½-20…...…………….$ 7.50 ea.

                                     ****REAR STUDS..................................................................................$8.50 EA.

HLG            Original headlight ground strap bolts. Correct “NL” headmarking with

                      Flange washer/hex head, 10-24 thread, 5/16 hex drive………………$ 6.00/pair

UCAM                       Authentic, stamped steel right and left upper control arms, 1857856 and 1857857.
                                                                   Arms only………………………….……………….$ inquire
                                                                    With 2 ball joints, seals, and 4 bushings…………..$ inq.
                                       Complete kit with all above, plus: 2 zirk fittings, 2 tri castle nuts/cotter pins,
                                        2 upper control arm bumpers, set of 4 upper cont. arm cam adjusting bolts
                                                                                          complete kit………………………….$ inq

DCE                             Authentic and  correct early Dana axle cover for 66-69 Dana rear……..$ 75.00
DCEK                                            68/69, with correct gasket and 10 original style bolts………$ 90.00

DCL                            Same as above , for 70-71 dana rear…………………………………….$ 75.00
DCLK                                                Kit with gasket and bolts…………………………………$ 90.00

TC             NEW! NEW!   E Body vent line clip.  As used on the right side wheelhouse in the trunk.  
                                       This clip secures the vent tubes to the right wheelhouse………………$8.00 each
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P Original inner fender cover (metal plates) access screws. These are original

                                     Screws with the “P” head marking, as used all 66-72……………..set of 4 $10.00

TRK     NEW! !!         NEW!  Correct “TR” bolt for idler arm mounting. Authentic bolt with correct tri-castle nut

                                    and cotter pin.   Bolt available separately…..................................3 piece kit…..$15.00

KFMB        NEW!      Authentic K-frame to frame rail mounting bolts.  Correct grade 5 bolt with “N”
                                      Head marking.                                                                         Set of 4…$ 25.00

KFRB        NEW!       Correct k-frame to rad support brace for 66-70 b-body. Supplied with 
                                      Original mounting hardware………………………………….each…$43.00

KFRE                           Same as above for 70-74 e-body, and 71-2 b-body……………each   $40.00
KFREH                          …hardware mounting kit only for above, includes carriage bolt…..$15.00

DCB           NEW!     Authentic dana rear cover bolts with correct “E” head marking.  Used on 
                                     All dana covers 68-72…………………….set of 10 $ 15.00

508             NOS/original, single point distributor cap clips …………………pair $15.00

LSB             New!  Authentic leaf spring mounting bracket bolt, correct “H” head marking as  

                                     Original; 4 inches long with one half inch thick head…………    

                                         Correct marsden nut available also!.......set of 2 bolts/2 nuts…….$22.00

SN                    Original shaker door mounting nuts. Three used for hot air door and 2 used for cold air 

door. Original 10-24, zinc dichromate (gold) plated nuts with spin washer. Bottom of washer

has correct “locking/grounding” feet as original………

                        ….each $ 10.00……….set of 5………………………$ 45.00

                                                      *** we also have other unique shaker parts***

DS                Authentic 66-69 B-body disc brake dust shield.  Never before available.  Correct 

                      Type and gauge steel.  Original part number 2823227.  **note these have original logo and 

number***

                             ………………………………………………………………..pair   $ 200.00

WCH            Window crank handles.  Authentic and correct chrome plating,

                        black knob and insert as used 68-72 all, nice driver quality.

                                              ………………………………………………………pair  $ 15.00

TIMCOV Authentic timing chain cover for 383, 440, 440-6, and Hemi.  Correct gauge steel and correct

timing tab as original.    ………………………………………….each $ 65.00
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                                                                 …………….with original bolt set……..$70.00

833             Four speed  extension housing (tail shaft) to case bolt set.  Featuring authentic bolts and   

                  lockwashers……………………set of 6 bolts/6 lockwashers…….$ 15.00 

      HBAL      NEW! 66-71 street hemi harmonic balancer (vibration damper).  Authentic hemi balancer never 
                      before available.  Correct thickness, style, and weight.  Correct markings and ready to install
                      Available exclusively from us………………………………………………………..each $450.00

ANTA          Complete antenna assemblies now available for: 68-70 B body, 70-71 Cuda, 70-71
                     Challenger. Mast, cable, bezel, nut, gasket, and ground rocker………..each $120.00

HCA             Complete Hemi choke assembly for side of rear carb, 66-70 Hemi.  Complete kit 
                      With mounting hardware……………………………………………$ 99.00

HCC            Hemi choke assembly side cover only for upper choke tube, often broken or chipped.
                     …………………………………………………………side cover only $ 45.00
                
BHB            Rear brake hose support bracket as used all 68-70 b-body.  Authentic steel bracket with correct 
                     U-nut and mounting bolt. This is the bracket that mounts to rear floorboard……….$30.00

PCVH           The most authentic script PCV hose available.  Correct yellow script Gates hose, several
                      Date codes available beginning with the ’69 model year……...
                         authentic 11/32 inch hose………………………..            ……….$ 45.00

PBH             same as above for power brake booster applications……………………..$ 45.00

PSR            NEW!  Dated “EB” power steering  (low pressure) return hose. Authentic script 
                    And dated hose, includes correct red clamps……………………………..$ 30.00

70VAL         NEW! And never before available, CORRECT 70 e-body upper (rear) valence mounting
                      kit.  Authentic small head oval Phillips screws with loose washer. Kit contans 4 screws,
                      4 washers, 4 U-nuts;  this is the mounting hardware for across the top of the  
                      valence…………………………………………………………………$ 20.00

71VAL          NEW!   Same as above, but correct hardware for 71 e-body……………………….$ 20.00

BCB              NEW! For positive and negative battery cables as used 64-72 all. We made an authentic “thick”     
                      style head bolt and nut as original.  This is a very authentic/original looking and functioning part. 
                      Another great detail item!                                                     Each….set (one bolt & nut)  $ 5.00

WH                NEW! Correct and authentic washer squirter hose. Ribbed hose and correct diameter as original. 
                       Available exclusively through us.  Specify B-body or E-body set and year. This is washer hose 
                       And supply hose only…………………………………………..hose sets $15.00 - $25.00

                        We do have squirters and components available as well as washer bottle pumps.

ACCB            66-70 B body, inner fender access covers (metal covers), supplied with 4 original 
                        Mounting screws………………………………………………………..pair $35.00
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ACCE              same as above for 70-74 E body and 71 B body………………………..pair $35.00

BAS                68-70 B-body front lower bumper filler shield hardware mounting kit.  Set of 6 authentic
                         bolts and 6 correct nuts.                                                                       Set…..$15.00

TB69                69 B-body, trans crossmember bolts.   Correct bolts with pilot point and correct
                          Plating………………………………………………set of 4 bolts only  $15.00
                                                  Set with correct nuts and cad plated washers……………$25.00

TB66-8            Same as above…..for 66-68 applications, complete set incl nuts/washers…….$ 25.00

TB70                Same as above for 70 applications, complete set…………………………….$ 25.00

TB71                Same as above for 71 applications, complete set……………………………..$ 25.00

416                  NEW!, Authentic, correct 67-69 big block, oil dipstick tube.  This is the correct 

                   tube that mounts between the exhaust manifold and inner fender, correctly 

                   plated AND, this tube should not be painted engine color………….……..$ 45.00

HPBB             Correct hemi power brake booster bracket mounting hardware.  This set mounts

                        The bracket assembly to booster (4 correct nuts and lock washers) and 4 

                         Correct nuts with external tooth washers (zinc dichromate-gold plated)

                         that mount the unit to firewall……………………………..set….$ 15.00

HPBB1           Set of 4 spacers for above…………………………….set/4……….$ 10.00

ATpan        NEW!  Never before available, correct, authentic 727 torqueflite trans pan.  

                 Original style steel pan………………………………………………… $85.00 each

Bshak     Correct original style 65-70 B-body rear shackles.  Supplied with 8 correct 

                Bushings.  This part is authentically stamped steel as original………$ 85.00/pr

Eshak    Same as above for 70-74 E-body…………………………………………$ 85.00/pr

STBU    Authentic front strut bushings.  Inner and outer as original.  …..$ 30.00/4 pcs.

STSL     Correct sleeves for above……………………………………………$ 37.50/pr

UCAB    Original upper control arm bushings………………….set of 4……$ 55.00

               

LCAB    Original lower control arm shaft bushings………………………….$ 50.00/pr
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322 Original large washers for front strut rod bushings….set of 4…….$ 55.00

These are silver cad plated

SC         At last ! Authentic speedometer cable.  Correct 62 inch length with plastic lock tab

               connector for speedometer and hex nut at trans……………………$ 80.00 each

SBTA    Correct mounting bolts for AAR and TA rear sway bar to frame rail.  Correct

               Self tapping , flange head, “anchor” bolt.  The “anchor” bolt was zinc phosphate

               (gold) plated.      Set of 8……………………………………………………$ 25.00

TAE      NEW!  Correct mounting hardware for AAR/TA muffler hangers to floorboard;

               Kit consists of  2 correct studs, 2 correct U-nuts and 2 correct nuts w/ spin washer;

                Yes the AAR/TA  cars have a unique  hanger mounting setup…………$ 15.00/kit

    

971S      Correct rectangular washer as used originally to fasten 971 mount to trans.

               These are correctly stamped, NOT laser cut………………….pair $15.00

Coilbr   New!  We now offer authentic coil brackets in correct silver cad plating

               As original.  

             …………………………………………………………………$ 40.00 each

LHS     New! Left hand wheel studs. Correct  copper color as original; available

              For front disc and drum , 66-70 mopars……………...........…………….$ 7.50 ea.

                  ****REAR LEFT THREAD STUDS.....................................................$8.50 EA.

DD      NEW!   Direct Drive starter mount kit as used on all 66-69 4 speed Hemi

             Applications.  Unique , correct mounting hardware……………….$ 10.00

DDSG  NEW! Direct drive starter gasket.  Mounts between starter and block, used on all

                 66-69 4 speed hemi with direct drive starter………………………$ 45.00

SBV           small block, 273, 318,340, 340-6 valve cover mounting kit, 10 correct bolts…$ 12.00

BDP        New!  Correct , original 68-70 B-body door plugs; this is the black plastic, smooth

                 Plug for the 2 holes at front of inner door;  NOT included in ANY body plug

                 Kits.  Available black only……………………………….set of 4 $ 10.00

AF          Correct underhood anti freeze labels for rad yoke, early and late style…….$ 13.00

EMLAB      Correct underhood emissions labels…..need engine, year, body…………$ 13.00

Fpump        NEW!  Fuel pumps.  A useable style for 383 (dual nipple) and 440/440-6 with the “fitting”   
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                      Outlet.  These are Carter pumps (need engine size when ordering)……$ 90.00 each

FF              Fuel filters: correct and authentic metal canister  with authentic blue script, these are dated

                    as original and used on 318, 340, 340-6, 383 (66-67 440-4).........................$ 35.00 ea

FFE           Correct and authentic Hemi inline fuel filter as used on 66-67 Hemi. Authentic 

                   Blue script.........................................................................................................$ 55.00 ea

                      

Paint/Undercoating Note: No returns/refunds on paint products .No insurance on shipped 

Paint Product Orders. 

ORDER
NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

HEPP6   Hemi engine paint 66-early 69 …………………………………………... Pint $68.00

HEPPL   Hemi engine paint late 69-71…………………………………………….. Pint $65.00

440P    440 (69-71, 383 (69-71), 340-6 (1970), 340-4 (70-early 71) engine paint …Pint $65.00

TURP   67-68 big block “turquoise” green engine paint.

 Authentic and correct color……………………………………………….. Pint $65.00

BLUEP                        NEW!  Our own authentic formula.  1971-73 engine blue enamel.  Avail. In pints

                                                                                                                                                            Pint $60.00

ORGP/ORGQ  Organosol - authentic black textured finish for hoods, tail panels…………Qt  $175.00

                                       ***ONCE AGAIN AVAILABLE***  Pint $90.00

ACP       Orange air cleaner lid paint …………………………………………container  $42.00

U-COAT    Authentic undercoating…………………………………………………… Gallon $90.00

 Shipping min. $25.00 per gallon/west of Mississippi, min., 35.00/gal

JACKP     Grey jack paint………………………………………………………container   $35.00

RBD      Red brake drum paint ………………………………………………container   $45.00

RRH   Correct purple roadrunner horn paint ………………………………container    $35.00

SHAK  Shaker bubble paint, correct textured dark grey argent…………        container   $85
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RWP      Rallye wheel paint ……………………………………………………Quart $185.00

RWCC    1970 Rallye wheel center cap paint, correct color and texture to

 refinish center caps…(enough paint for 4 caps)………………………...  $85.00

RWCD     Refinishing kit includes center discs………………………………………. Kit $100.00

DAY         1969 Daytona jack paint…………………..………………………………..2/3 Pint $95.00

CGP       70-71 Cuda grill paint - correct color and texture with instructions………. Each $125.00

CFG        Cuda rocker (Fish Gill) molding paint………………………………………Pint $60.00

                                        Also used on cuda valence insert

         ******NOTE: ALL ENAMEL AND LACQUER PAINTS REQUIRE PROPER REDUCERS/THINNERS

                      FOR TEMPERATURE, ETC.  WE RECOMMEND PPG PRODUCTS TO BE USED WITH PPG

                      PAINTS ****

Services Offered  

We also now offer vehicle appraisals and a prospective vehicle purchase service. If needed, Roger or Frank can 

travel to inspect a vehicle for potential sale/purchase. If you have questions regarding originality or correctness 

we are willing to help with your decision by providing you with an independent detailed examination. Our 

combined 60+ years of experience can help you with any prospective mopar purchase. You will find our fees 

reasonable and our help honest and accurate.

Contact Frank for all below listed services: **on the web     www.rogergibsonautorestoration.com

Distributor rebuild service, dual or single point; restored to show quality.  Distributor re-curve available

***IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE***  OUR COMPLETE ENGINE REBUILDING AND DETAILING 

SERVICE.  SPECIALIZING IN 66-71 426 HEMI, 69-71 440 6 PACK, 67-71 440-4BBL, AS WELL AS 68-71 

383, 70 AAR and TA 340 6 PACK AND 68-71 340 4BBL.   WE HAVE ACCESS TO MANY ORIGINAL 

FASTENERS, PARTS AND COMPONENTS WHICH GIVE THAT EXTRA APPEARANCE OF 

ORIGINALITY SOUGHT AFTER IN ANY TRULY AUTHENTIC RESTORATION.  YOUR ENGINE WILL 

BE FULLY BROKEN-IN ON AN EXCLUSIVE ENGINE DYNO (with full specs and power/torque reports), 

FULLY DETAILED AND DELIVERED READY FOR YOU TO INSTALL.  

MY STAFF HAS OVER 120 YEARS OF COMBINED EXPERIENCE AND WE ARE MOPAR 
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ENTHUSIASTS.  OUR FULLY EQUIPPED SHOP UTILIZES STATE OF THE ART EQUIPMENT AND 

ALL WORK (INCUDING REPAIRS) IS DONE IN-HOUSE BY OUR HIGHLY TRAINED AND 

EXPERIENCED STAFF.   

Complete K-frame and suspension rebuild and detail. Any level of restoration available

 

Rear end rebuild and detail, 8 ¾ rear

Radiator re-core and detail

*** NOW! Specializing in hard to repair body panel work, lower quarters in front of and behind rear wheel, 

trunk floors replaced with correct spot welds and factory correct seam sealer.  Trunks authentically finished with 

no sloppy evidence of welded joints/seams, proper finishing of trunk extensions and undercarriage dark 

primer/undercoating where needed.  Our unique process yields a spectacular and impressive factory original 

appearance.

Manuals and Videos

(Note: No refunds on tech manuals, paper products, video tapes or dvds -  exchange only)

ORDER
NUMBER ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

69VID     69 1/2 detail video (VHS): cover details unique to 69 ½ engine compartment,

 wheels/tires, 6 pack hood and trunk - 85 minutes………………………… Each $20.00

69DVD            DVD of above……………………………………………………………. Each $40.00 

69PH              Approximately 101 original photographs used for our presentation at the 2005, 

             69 A-12 reunion in Carlisle.    Photos on CD………………………………Each $30.00

70VID       1970 440+6 detail video. Covers engine and engine compartment, headlamps, 

                   some chassis and under carriage. Shows original finish and details B & E bodies.

 Not Intended as a restoration guide…3 hrs. 45 min. (2 VHS Cassettes)…. Set $35.00

                    

70DVD           DVD of above………………………………………………………………Each $50.00

PS3774         Factory paint procedure manual 47 page, passenger car paint,

                       procedure and materials manual (information only)……………….………$15.00

SUPERBIRD Superbird Tech Manual. Covers special maintenance procedures and unique
 parts and specifications. 43 pages…............................................................ $30.00 Each.
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69 1/2BRO       69 1/2 tri-fold Plymouth brochure. Covers 69 1/2 Roadrunner, 69 1/2 440 Cuda,

 Formula“S” and Cuda. This is one of the few pieces of literature that covers

the 69 1/2 six-pack Roadrunner. This is a copy…………………………. Each $10.00

69 1/2WD 69 1/2 warranty book stickers. These are authentic yellow with black script stickers

 that were found on the front and inner pages of all 69 1/2, 6-bbl. and six-pack cars only.

 Add that final detail to your owners manual packet…………………… Set $25.00

MRNORM All 4 original issues of  The Mr. Norm’s Sport Club  “Broadcast Sheet”.  These 4 

                                    issues are full of technical data and restoration reference material, featured cars, 

vintage photos and ads……………………………………all 4 issues……..$20.00

Detailing / Fasteners  

We have recently acquired a quantity of original nuts, bolts, speed nuts and fasteners. 
Contact us for applications

ORDER
NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

UCA                            NEW!  Never before available, upper control arm, cam adjusting hardware. Correct
                                      long bolt and  thick washers along with authentic lockwasher and nut, phosphate 

                                      plated as original.    Complete  set of four…………………………………$65.00  

DCB       NEW! NEW! Authentic dana cover bolts with correct “E” head marking.  These

                               Were used on ALL dana covers from 68-72…………………………set of 10 $15.00

 

LSB             New!  Authentic leaf spring mounting bracket bolt, correct “H” head marking as  

                                     Original; 4 inches long with one half inch thick head…………    

                                         Correct marsden nut available also!.......set of 2 bolts/2 nuts…….$22.00

PUSHNUT Authentic and original push nuts as used on interior control cable studs,
some hood latches, bottom of dual snorkel air cleaner………………….. $1.50 each

SPS       66-67 B-body sill plate screws.   Authentic shoulder phillips screw with 

chrome finish……………………………………………………………. Each $1.50

             …………………………………………………………………………. Set of 8 $10.00

SPSL               68-72 sill plate screws, authentic and chrome plated as original ................. Each $1.00

 ……………………………………………………………………….Set of 12 $10.00
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TRIMSCREW   Correct black trim screws as used on door end seals and quarter window end                            

seals, correct Phillips head as original……………………………………..Set of 12 $10.00   

AAR 70 Cuda/AAR. Red grille strip/chrome ornament retaining clips………… Each $4.00

……………………………......................................................................... Set of 8 $32.00

SMN Seat mounting nuts. NOS original nuts with special toothed washer. Zinc

dichromate finish (gold) as original. Washer is 1.25 inch diameter………. Each $2.00

SMN1                         NEW!  Same as above but 1 inch diameter toothed washer……………….Each $2.00

SWAYLS 67-69 Sway bar link kit. All original components, washers, bushing link and

 end nuts,  includes sway bar to K-frame hardware……………………… $100.00

BHN Original 70-71 battery holddown nuts with spin washer. These are originals
and correctly finished……………………………………………………. Pair $10.00

SWAYL 67-69 Sway bar links. Original links and correctly plated of course……… Each $20.00

HCLS  Hemi carb springs. Authentic springs with markings………………...Sold as Set$40.00

755A 440+6 and 340+6 CARB/Throttle return springs. Authentic and correct………$12.00

MS164 440-6  throttle cable bracket, with cable clamp and nut………………………...$65.00

TCBAT Hemi automatic throttle cable brackets include cable clamp and nut…….. Each $65.00

TCBMT  Hemi Manual 4-speed throttle cable brackets include cable clamp and nut. Each $65.00

FPB  Fuel pump bolts. Original bolts as used 66-72…………………………… Pair $6.00

508 Original, NOS, 1838508, single point distributor cap clips…………………pair $15.00

SMB 69-71 440-6 solenoid to intake mounting bolts. Specify light or dark finish
                        Also available, zinc dichromate (gold) finish……………………………....Pair $4.00

SFB  70 -71 Shaker feet mounting bolts………………………………… Pair $4.00

VBSN  66-74 Big block valve cover mounting hardware. Eight original bolts
 and 4 studs/nuts………………………………………………………….. Set $25.00

VBSB Specify 12 bolts ………………………………………………................. Set $25.00

FBS 66-72 Big block fan clutch to water pump, slotted head mounting bolts
……………………………………………………………………………. Set of 4 $15.00
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RMB Radiator to yoke mounting bolts correct, original bolts………………….. Set of 4 $8.00

CMB Coil Bolts-original bolts for Hemi coil bracket………………………….. Set of 2 $4.00

HTB Hemi Heat Tube Bolts. Original upper heat tube bolts…………............. Set of 4 $8.00

WPNL 66-69 Big block water pump heater hose nipples –
                                          Set of 2: 5/8 inch nipples…………………………….. Set $18.00

WPNS 70-72 Big block water heater hose nipples --
                                           Set of 2: 1 1/2 inch and 1 5/8 inch…………………… Set $18.00

CTK Hemi carb choke tube kit. Authentic choke tubes as used on 66-70 Hemi.
Includes choke tube clips that mount to outer right heat tube and 4 upper heat tube
mounting bolts, with instructions…& fitting for Rt manifold…… Set $95.00

CTF      …………………correct brass fitting for bottom of right  hemi manifold………………..$5.00

BPK  Body plug kits for most 64-74 models. Plastic and rubber style plugs.
70 E-Body includes unique shock tower covers.
Specify body style and year…………………………………………..Kits $30.00-$65.00

WOM66-69  66-mid 69 authentic wheel opening molding screws.
Finally available are these unique style screws. Specify amount needed…. Each $0.75

WOM Correct wheel opening molding screws.

  (69-72)…………………………………………………………………… Each $0.75

HNCB Original Hemi negative cable mounting bolt…………………………… Each $5.00

HHH Hemi exhaust manifold mounting kit. Correct bolts and washers Unique to
66-71 Hemi…………………………………………………………………  Set $45.00

P Original inner fender cover (metal plates) access screws. These are original

                                     Screws with the “P” head marking, as used all 66-72……………..set of 4 $10.00

HCB Hemi carb mounting bolts. Correct ORIGINAL bolts.

……………………………………………Set of 8 as used 70-71 Hemi… $50.00

71 6-pack carb bolts, set of 12…………………………………………… $75.00

FTSTUD Fuel tank studs……………………………………………………………. $7.50 Each

                                                                            

FTSN Authentic fuel tank stud nuts. Correct self-locking tall nut………………. Set of 2 $10.00

IB  Intake manifold mounting bolts for all big block (383, 440, 440-6). 

 Correct “TR” head marking.  These are grade 8 bolts as original.
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 Correctly phosphate plated……………………………………….. Set of 8 $30.00

                  ***WITH CORRECT WASHERS FOR ALUMINUM INTAKE…… SET/ $35.00

WBS FINALLY AVAILABLE! The correct washer bottle screws; also used at

Cuda fuel filler tube, vent tube in trunk, seal in trunk. Authentic phillips head

 and spin washer…………………………………………………………… Each $1.50 

……………………………………………………………………………. Set of 10 $12.00

OPP Original oil pan drain plug with correct radius’ and center offset………… Each $11.00

FOG Authentic cuda fog lamp mounting washers used on all fog lamps 70-71.

These allow for the proper adjustment, aiming and fit of fog lamps……… Pair $12.00

BCB Correct positive and negative battery cable head clamp bolt/nut.

Correct 1/2 inch nut and bolt……………………………………………… Each $5.00

SBB Shaker bubble bolts. Correct head and washer as original.

Used 70-71E-body  ………………………………………………………. Set of 7 $30.00

ALT Authentic slotted head bolt that mounts in upper left portion of triangle alternator 

bracket.  These are originals………………………………………………. Each $3.00

HB             Once again available, correct horn mounting bolts………………………….Pair $5.00

TRK     NEW! !!         NEW!  Correct “TR” bolt for idler arm mounting. Authentic bolt with correct tri-castle nut

                                    and cotter pin.   Bolt available separately…..................................3 piece kit…..$15.00

SHROUD  Fan shroud nuts for all 66-69 radiator applications and 70-71 22 inch rad. applications.

Correct hex head with integral flanged flat washer…………………………Each $2.00

…………………………………………………………………………….. Set of 5 $10.00

FSC 70-71 Fan shroud bolts and retainer clips for radiator.

FSB Authentic bolts with correct head marking. For 26 inch rad. 

Set of 4 bolts and 4 retainers…………………………………………….. $10.00

FFC  Fan clutch to fan blade mounting kit. Correct original style nuts and washers to secure

 the fan clutch to the fan as original. 4 nuts and 4 washers……………… $10.00

VAC Vacuum hose for distributor vac. Advance. Ribbed vacuum advance hose for 

                                     all body styles 65-72; repo hose………………………. Per Foot $8.00
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NOSVAC We also have acquired NOS 5/16, ribbed, vacuum hose, ………………Per Foot $10.00

6VAC 69 1/2, 70 and 71 6-pack carb vacuum hose kit…………………………. $40.00
 This kit is ready to install and features authentic ribbed vac. hose for the center

 carb and front and rear secondary diaphragms. Also included is distributor
 vacuum adv. hose and choke vacuum diaphragm hose.***need to specify if for a TA or 

                         AAR  

6PKBLK Black plastic clip that holds the solenoid wire as found on some 70-71 440-sixpack
and 340 sixpack cars……………………………………………………… Each $15.00

IDLE  Back again, HOLLEY IDLE MIXTURE CAP…………………………… Pair $20.00

SWAY70 Finally available!  Correct sway bar mounting end link kit for 70-72 B and E bodies. 
                                     Authentic “L5” bolt with correct sleeve and original bushings and washers with nut.  
                                     ………………………………………………………………………………Pair $75.00
                                      Complete sway bar mount kit: End links, bushing brackets and all hardware…$115.00

SBHD 70-72 sway bar loop bracket and bracket to k-frame hardware kit.  Complete 
Authentic bracket mounting kit; 16 piece kit…………………………….…Set $25.00
With correct bushing loop brackets…………………………………………Set $55.00

BBAB Authentic long alternator mounting bolt.  Correct “H” head marking, grade 8 bolt.
 Furnished with original washer. As used all 67-71, 383, 440-4, 440-6…….Each $10.00
With 2 upper spacers…………………………………………………………Set $20.00

HAB Hemi long alternator mounting bolt.  Authentic “H” head marking, grade 8 bolt 
Furnished with original washer.  Hemi ONLY 66-71…………………….…Each $15.00
With 2 upper spacers…………………………………………………………Set   $25.00

HABO NOS/ORIGINAL hemi and small block long alternator upper mounting bolt.  Limited 
Supply of original bolts with the “dogbone” grade 8 headmarking………….Each $25.00

ALTS Three piece alternator and strap spacer set.  Correctly plated………………..Set  $15.00
Specify Big block or Hemi

BELE Authentic 4-speed  bell housing to engine mounting kit; authentic 12 piece kit 
Featuring authentic bolts and washers (66-71,383,440,hemi)………………..Kit $22.00

BELS Above kit for small block………………………………………………………...$15.00

BELT Authentic 4-speed trans to bell housing mounting kit. Authentic 8 piece kit with 
Correct washers. 66-71 all engines……………………………………... Set $10.00

ATHD             NEW! Authentic auto trans to engine mounting kit.  Includes auto trans bell to
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                                    engine and both 2 inch long bolts at the left and right lower corners. Authentiic
                                    Hardware with correct head markings (big block & hemi).....…………….kit $ 16.00

LUG Luggage rack black plastic tips; correct and authentic tips……………….. Set of 8 $20.00

#8 #8 Plug wire holder. This bracket is mounted to the rearmost right manifold stud
 and holds the #8 plug wire. Used 67-71 all big block except hemi. … $10.00 Each.

Original 15/16 hex lock nut and original roll pin as used on front of strut from lower 
control arm to K-frame:

STRUT  Front suspension STRUT NUTS
ROLLPIN  Front suspension  ROLL PINS.    2 nuts and 2 roll pins……………………$15.00 set.

SMP Correct E-Body shock tower plugs as used for 1970 E-Body. Orange rubber seal and 
steelbacking plates with correct screw. Uses 2 in trunk……………. . $28.00 Pair

OTP Correct 1971 trunk shock tower plugs. Authentic orange rubber plug with correct 
markings……………………………………………………………… $9.00  Pair

ZINC Authentic pure zinc rear leaf spring interliners as originally used…set of 11…..$85.00

STUD authentic red stud caps as used on tail light studs in trunk, 69 RR-GTX and 70 cuda
 …………………………………………………………………set of 4  $10.00

                                     
TC             NEW! NEW!   E Body vent line clip.  As used on the right side wheelhouse in the trunk.  This clip
                                       This clip secures the vent tubes to the right wheelhouse………………$8.00 each
                      
971 Authentic original rear transmission mount as used 70-71 e-body 340, 383,and 440

             engines and 71 b-body.  This is the mount that bolts to bottom of trans at the frame 
                                     support………………………………………………………………………inquire

971H                            Same as above but for Hemi applications (yellow mount)…………………inquire
                                         original 5/8 hex bolts avail. For both above….$4.00 each

              ****mounting hardware also available for above*** …see page 45-46

DIST1              Authentic distributor lead for hemi and 4 barrel dual point distributors.  Features
                                      correct wire and original terminal ends with original markings and assembly line
                                      correct red sleeve at coil terminal end.  This is our own product, check out the 
                                      authentic quality…………………………………………………………….each $45.00

DIST2              Same as above but for 69 and 70 440-6 applications……………………….each $45.00
                                             340-6 also available…inquire

DVA                            Distributor vac. advance mounting hardware.  Set of 2 original screws with washers.
              Set of 2 screws and 2 washers……………………………………………….set $ 8.00
 

     
                                     

Front & Rear Suspension  ** Additional suspension kits/components see pages 43- 44 **
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ORDER
NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

UCA                            NEW!  Never before available, upper control arm, cam adjusting hardware.    
                                     Correct long bolt and  thick washers along with authentic lockwasher and nut, 
                                      phosphate plated as original.    Complete  set of 4……………………$65.00                

KFMB        NEW!      Authentic K-frame to frame rail mounting bolts.  Correct grade 5 bolt with “N”
                                      Head marking.                                                                         Set of 4…$ 25.00

DCB           NEW!     Authentic dana rear cover bolts with correct “E” head marking.  Used on 
                                     All dana covers 68-72…………………….set of 10 $ 15.00

SWAYLS 67-69 Sway bar link kit. All original components, washers, bushing link and end nuts; kit 
includes sway bar to k-frame hardware……………………………………...$85.00

SWAYL 67-69 Sway bar links. Original links and correctly plated of course……… Each $20.00

SWAY  Sway bar link bushing and washers correct ORIGINAL hardware 
67-71 B & E Body………………………………………………………… Set $40.00

SW70 70-71 B and E-Body front sway bar bushing brackets …………………… $40.00 Pair

LSB             New!  Authentic leaf spring mounting bracket bolt, correct “H” head marking as  

                                     original; 4 inches long with one half inch thick head……………….$ 8.00 ea    

 LSN                                    Correct marsden nut available also!....$ 5.00 ea or set 2 bolts/2 nuts  $22.00
                      
SWAY70 Finally available! Correct sway bar mounting end link kit for 70-72 B and E bodies.

Authentic “L5” bolt head marking with correct sleeve and original bushings and washers
with nut………………………………………………………………….. Pair $75.00
Complete mounting kit: includes end link kit above, sway bar bushing brackets and all 
Hardware………………………………………………………………… Kit $105

SBHD                          ORIGINAL hardware kit (available separately) for mounting the 70-72 sway bar brackets 
                                     to  k-frame and sway bar bushingstraps to k-frame brackets.    16 piece set…Kit $25.00

SHK Authentic front/rear shock mounting kits. All N.O.S. correct bushings and hardware
 to mount all 4 shocks, 65-72 cars Complete kit ………………………… $62.00

FSKU Separately Front upper -…………………………………………………… $36.00
RSKU Rear upper - ……………………………………………………………… $10.00
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FSKL Front lower - ……………………………………………………………… $10.00
RSKL Rear lower - ……………………………………………………………… $15.00

245 Small front leaf spring eye bushing as used 66-70 ……………. Pair $40.00

869 Large front leaf spring eye bushing as used 71-72.  Limited quantity NOS original
also used AAR/TA……………………………………………………... Pair $50.00

TRI Front suspension - Tri-Castle nut set with correct cotter pins. All 66-72 … Set $42.00

TBB Torsion bar boot seals and snap lock rings. Correct and authentic
rubber boot seal and metal lock ring……………………………………… Pair $35.00

ZIRK Zirk (grease) fittings as originally used on front suspension.
Can be broken off as original………………………………………………Each $6.50

BDS Brake drum spring. Authentic and correct length as used on 11 inch brake drums. 
                                     Correct heat treated carbon steel as original

Sold as pairs only ………………………………………………………  Pair $30.00

LSK Rear leaf spring rebuild kits. ORIGINAL zinc interliners, band clamps with rubber inserts 
and  plastic interliners.One kit does both springs for A, B or E-bodies.  Please note 
our kit comes with the center leaf spring stack bolt. All parts available separately.
Complete Rebuild Kit………specify body style…………………………. $  175.00

 204                             Original upper control arm bumper w/ orig. nut……………………..each    $ 27.50

027                              Original lower control arm bumper…………………………………...each $ 15.00
             

TRK     NEW! !!         NEW!  Correct “TR” bolt for idler arm mounting. Authentic bolt with correct tri-castle nut

                                    and cotter pin.   Bolt available separately…..................................3 piece kit…..$15.00
.......

LSBOLT Original leaf spring stack bolt and nut.  Authentic rounded head bolt that clamps the entire
leaf spring set …………………………………..………………………… Pair $15.00

GC Original front brake hub, grease caps. Authentic caps that cover front spindle and 
retainers.  Two required for all HP cars 65-71……………………………. Pair $35.00

66BAND Leaf spring band clamps for 66 only.  The 66 b-body metal leaf spring band clamp 
has a circular rather than square locator hole on the short side of the clamp.  These are 
correct for 66 only. ………………………………………………………. Each  $13.00 
……………………………………………………………………………. Set of 8 $85.00

O19 Authentic lock nuts for large rear end to leaf spring U bolts that attach shock mounting 
plates. Special locking nut correctly finished……………………………. Set of 8 $15.00

GS Authentic front suspension rubber grease seal kits for upper and lower ball joints, idler,
 and tie red ends:
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65-67 B-Body……………………………………………………………………$ 100.00
E- Body…………………………………………………………………………. $ 100.00
68-70 B-Body………………………………………………………………       $ 100.00

UBOLTS Authentic rear U bolts and correct locking nuts. Correctly plated. Set of 4 U bolts
 and 8 nuts for all 8 3/4 and 9 3/4 rears…………………………………… $65.00 Set

SMP Correct E-Body shock tower plugs as used for 1970 E-Body. Orange rubber seal and 
steelbacking plates with correct screw. Uses 2 in trunk……………. . $28.00 Pair

OTP Correct 1971 trunk shock tower plugs. Authentic orange rubber plug with correct 
markings……………………………………………………………… $9.00  Pair

           *****FOR VARIOUS SHACKLES AND SPRING KITS AND COMPONENTS, SEE PAGES 43- 44

Rear Axle

ORDER
NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

RAK 8-3/4 rear axle detail kit includes:
10 correct carrier to housing nuts
Gear ratio tag (3.23, 3.55, 3.91)
Rear axle vent valve
Brake backing plate plugs………………………………………………. $1.50 Each
Specify power or manual brakes and gear ratio…………………………  Kit $60.00

RAK 9-3/4 dana rear axle detail kit includes:
Gear ratio tag (3.54, 4.10)
Sure grip tag
Paper axle strap (69-71)
Brake backing plate plugs
Rear axle vent valve / Dana rear axle plastic plug
Specify manual or power brakes, body style gear ratio 69-71…… Kit $75.00
66-68 ………………………………………………………………… Kit $65.00

AXLE Dana axle part number straps now available for all axle assemblies and
 body styles…..69-71 ………………………………………………………Each $12.00

ART Axle ratio and Dana posi tags available separately ………………………. Each $12.00

POSI 66-72 Dana axle sure-grip tag.  Correct oblong steel tag as original…….. Each $12.00

SG68 68 sure-grip round metal tag as used on all 8 ¾ axle carrier…………… Each $12.00
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RAV Rear axle vent valve. Correct original plating;  valve mounts on left axle
tube on all 8.75 and 9.75 Dana axles supplied with correct washer…… Each $35.00

DANA Dana rear plastic plugs – Red…………………………………………… Each $3.00

BPP Correct brake backing plate plugs. There are the recessed black plugs
(dust covers) that press into the backing plate adjustment holes……… Each $3.50

RAN 8 ¾ Rear axle carrier to housing nuts.  Authentic tall style locknut as original.
……………………………………………………………………….Set of 10 $20.00

UBOLTL Authentic original long style rear axle U-bolts with correct flats and hatch grip 
pattern as used on all Dana and HD 8 ¾ rear axle housing.  Supplied with
original lock nuts…...................................................................................... Set of 4 $60.00

                        ******* Various shackle and spring kits/components, see pages 44-45*******

DCB    NEW!  Dana 60 rear cover bolts. Authentic “E” head marking as original, special locking
                          flange head.  Used on all 68-72 dana covers. Correctly plated……………….Set of 10 $15.00

DCG Correct dana 60 cover gasket……………………………………………. $10.00 Each

UBOLTS Authentic original short style rear axle U-bolts with correct flats and hatch grip
pattern as used on 8 ¾ and rear axle housings.  Supplied with original
lock nuts…………………………………………………………………… Set of 4 $65.00

ZINC Authentic pure zinc rear leaf spring interliners.  This product is only available from us
                                     and is assembly line correct………………………………………..set of 11 $85.00 

Brake / Emergency Brake

ORDER
NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

999                    NEW! Manual brake drum Master Cylinder cover.  Correct zinc
                                      Dichromate (gold) plated as used 67-70 all………cover and gasket…………$100.00
999K                        …………………………………………with correct plated strap and bolt………$110.00

EBG Emergency brake cable grommet - this is the correct grommet
that slips over the emergency brake cable as it mounts to the fenderwell… Each $15.00

EBR Correct front emergency brake cable retainer, spring clip at trans

crossmember all A, B, E-body……………………………………………..  Each $5.00
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EBSC  Emergency brake cable mounting spring “Horseshoe” spring clip 66-70

 uses 2……………………………………………………………………… $3.00 each

893 Original brake hose lock clips used to secure all flexible brake hoses $3.00 Each

ECLAMP  Emergency Brake Cable Metal Clamp And Bolt.  Holds Right 

Side Long Cable To Top Of Axle Tube (Dana) And

 Left Side Floor Pan 8 3/4.  B And E Body……………………………….

clamp & bolt………………………………………………………………. $15.00

EQB Authentic emergency brake cable equalizer bracket. Correct bracket

that allows for the proper fit, function and adjustment of emergency

brake cables.***PLEASE NOTE: THIS EQUALIZER BRACKET IS EXACTLY LIKE 

ORIGINAL; OTHER RECENT REPRODUCTIONS ARE CLOSE BUT NOT AT ALL 

LIKE ORIGINAL*** Used on 65-70 B-body, 70 E-body, 65-72 A-body, and 66-70 

C-body……………………………………………………………………. Each $30.00

EBHD Emergency brake cable hardware kit: includes E-brake equalizer,

fenderwell grommet, crossmember retainer clip, and cable

mounting spring clips (all 65-70 A, B, E-bodies)………………………… Kit $50.00

BPP Correct brake backing plate plugs. There are the recessed black plugs

(dust covers) that press into the backing plate adjustment holes………….. Each $3.50

71EROD 71 LONG E-BRAKE ADJUSTING ROD WITH NOS NUT, AS USED ON 

71 B AND E BODY…………………………………………..………… Each $45.00

71EHOOK  SET OF ABOVE INCLUDING, SHORT HOOK (at trans crossmember)

  FOR 71 E-BODY………………………………………………………......SET  $65.00

MCB Correct Self Locking, cad plated, hex nut as used to secure master cylinder to power
 brake booster……………………………………………………………….Set of 4 $10.00

PBN Hemi Intake Manifold Vacuum Nipple as used for power brake applications.
Correct single, hex nipple for rear of hemi intake………………………… $15.00 Each 

Cooling

** ALL OUR HOSES ARE FULLY AUTHORIZED AND LICENSED BY CHRYSLER CORP.  YOU CAN 
BE ASSURED THESE ARE AUTHENTIC AND AS ORIGINAL **

ORDER
NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
Radiator hoses:
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186HS 2806186 upper 67-71 hemi B-body and 67-68 440; 68 383 HP.................. $45.00
193HS         NEW!     3462193 AAR/TA, 70-1 340 fresh air, authentic upper hose……………….$50.00
165HS         NEW 3462165 AAR/TA & 70-1 340 e-body lower $50.00
164HS         NEW! 3462164  70-72 A-body, 340, lower………………………………………...$50.00
114HS          NEW! 3462114 70 b&e-body 383,440 b-body 6-bbl; 22 inch rad; upper……………...$45.00
116HS         NEW! 3462116 70 e-body 440, 440-6; 22 inch rad………………………………...$45.00
931HS 2658931 lower 66 67-68 383,440, hemi B-body………………………………... $60.00
257HS 2863257 upper 383, 440, 440+6 with 26 inch radiator B and E-body, 69-71$40.00
184HS 3462184 upper 426 hemi with shaker 70-71 hemi cuda $60.00
256HS 2863256 lower 383, 440, 440+6, hemi 70 B and E-body……………………$40.00
245HS 2863245 lower 383, 440, 440+6, hemi 69 B-body…………………………. $40.00
119HS 3462119 lower 383, 440, 440+6, hemi 71 B and E-body………………… $40.00
230HS 2863230 upper 69 Hemi/ some 68 hemi…………………………………… $45.00
113HS 3462113 upper 70 Hemi Challenger……………………………………… $60.00
244HS 2863244 69 B-body 383/440 with 22 inch rad. & some C-body 383/440 $45.00
201HS      NEW 2863201 68 B-body 383/440 w/ 22 inch rad. $45.00

66-69HH Authentic HEATER HOSE for 66-71; A, B and E body. ………………... $75.00 set
Ours is correctly ribbed and styled as original .Others have tried, you will only
 find the authentic and correct hose here.

70HH Same as above but for 70-71 applications …………………………………..$75.00 set

TH  Thermostat Housing.  Authentic Original Aluminum Cover,

  PN 2780970 AS USED ALL ENGINES 67-72……………….…………. inquire 

THKIT As A Kit With 2 Correct “H” Cover Bolts, Gasket And 

Thermostat………………………………………………………… inquire

TH180                         NEW! Quality, made in the USA 180,190,195 degree thermostats.  These actually 

perform as they were designed!...........................................................12.00 each

69HCK Radiator hose clamp kits for 66-69…………………………………………Kit $13.00 

70HCK   Radiator hose clamp kits for 70-74…………………………………………Kit $13.00

Correct corbin (squeeze) clamps for all engine hoses

340HCK 340 hose clamp kit. All 68-72…………………………………………… Kit $15.00

OFLOW  Radiator overflow hose. Authentic ribbed hose as originally used 66-72.  $7.50 Each

FBS  66-72 Big block fan clutch to water pump, slotted head mounting bolts…
 …………………………………………………………………………….. Set of 4 $15.00

FFC  Fan clutch to fan blade mounting kit. Correct original style nuts and washers
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 to secure the fan clutch to the fan as original. 4 nuts and 4 washers……… $10.00

WPNL  66-69 Big block water pump heater hose nipples.
 Set of 2, 5/8 inch nipples………………………………………………Set $18.00

WPNS  70-72 Big block water heater hose nipples. Set of 2, 1-1/2 inch and 
1-5/8 inch……………………………………………………………….Set $18.00

WP Original, correct big block and hemi water pumps. Limited supply..440… Each 180.00
                                                                                                                  Hemi.....  Each $195.00

With core exchange……………………………………………..credit…. $15.00

RAD Limited quantity of original style radiator (16 lb.) caps.
These are correct original style with raised brass dome; used on 67-71 cars $30.00 Each

TEMP  N.O.S. temperature sending units…………………………………….. $20.00 Each

WPKIT ENGINE COOLING DETAIL KIT, complete big block and hemi cooling kit includes:
 waterpump and bolts, housing bolt set, thermostat (180), thermostat housing bolts and
 gasket, upper and lower rad hoses, heater hose kit, complete hose clamp kit, heater
 hose nipples:                                                                                      

Hemi e-body kit ………………………………………………………INQUIRE                 
b-body kit ……………………………………………………………  INQUIRE

                        440 kit………………………………………………………………… INQUIRE
DETAIL KITS W/ THERMOSTAT HOUSING COVER……...ADD $25.00

SHROUD Authentic Fan Shroud mounting nuts. These are original, nos nuts and were 
used on all 66-69 shrouds and 70-71 22 inch shrouds. Unique hex nut with 
flange washer.……………………………………………………………. Set of 5 $10.00

FSC 70-71 Fan shroud bolts and retainer clips for radiator.

FSB Authentic bolts with correct head marking. For 26 inch rad. 

Set of 4 bolts and 4 retainers…………………………………………….. $10.00

THERM Authentic and correct THERMOSTAT HOUSING bolts,
 correct “H” head marking with nyloc pellet……………………................ Set of 2 $4.00

WPHB Water Pump Housing bolt set, all correct bolts to mount water pump
 housing to block, big block and hemi………………………………………Set $25.00

WPB Water Pump to housing bolts, authentic and correct bolts……............... Set of 4 $8.00

Electrical
  

70VOLT We have acquired a limited quantity of ORIGINAL 70-71 voltage regulators. 
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 Various dates available.  These are original with the dime size dimple on 
lower right of unit……………………………………………………… $inquire

Distributor rebuild service available for all dual point and single point distributors. 
Entire unit is completely rebuilt with new bushings; point dwell is set to correct spec; 
vacuum advance set to original spec.  If requested a performance re-curve is also
available.
Unit is completely restored to show quality with new lead and tag……… INQUIRE

DIST1                          Immediately available are our hemi and dual point 4 barrel distributor leads. 
                                    Featuring authentic/correct wire, original terminal ends with correct markings 
                                    and assembly line correct red sleeve at coil terminal end.  This is a quality part
                                     not available anywhere else………………………………………………$45.00 each

DIST2                         Same as above for  440-6 applications, 69 and 70 only……  ….$45.00 each
                                               Lead for 340-6 also available…….inquire

DVA                 Distributor vacuum advance mounting hardware.  Original special screws and washers 
                          to mount distributor vacuum advance to distributor.  Correctly plated. Set of 2 original
                          bolts and washers…………………………………………………complete set     $8.00

HPC Hemi positive battery cables now available. 66-70 B-body (auto or 4-speed)  
 70-71 E-body and 71 b-body…......................................................Each $150.00

            ***  our own authentic hemi positive cables featuring a more authentic correct cable,
                                            correct wire, terminal ends and connections, correctly taped   *** THESE
                                              CABLES FIT AND FUNCTION CORRECTLY….Each $150.00

HPCB Hemi positive cable bracket at left rear cylinder head, w/ original bolt
 Short or Long/66-69  and 70-71………………………………………  $40.00

Hemi negative battery cables. Authentic and correct cables for years listed, 3 styles
were used in factory production: correct mounting hardware included
66-68HN 66-68 1/2………………………………………………………………….. Each $80.00
69HNC 681/2-69………………………………………………………………....... Each $80.00
70HNC 70-71……………………………………………………………………… Each $80.00

809 67 only - B- body positive battery cable. Authentic and correct as used on
67, 440 GTX and R/T. This cable is unique to 67only! ................................Each $145.00

BBCG Long ground wire BB/SB………………………………………… Each $10.00
Correct engine to cowl ground wire for all 66-69 big blocks and small block engines,  
Unlike other similar wires, ours is authentic and features correct 
terminals and correctly coated wire.

HCG Same as above….short wire – all 66-69 Hemi………………………………Each $10.00

508 Original, NOS, 1838508, single point distributor cap clips……………..pair $15.00

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE BATTERY CABLES - REPO:
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NEG69 66-69 Big Block Negative………………………………………………… $75.00
NEG70 70-72 Big Block Negative………………………………………………… $75.00
NEGSB 70-72 Small Block Negative……………………………………………… $75.00
PC69 68-70 Big Block - B-body, positive……………………………………… $125.00
649PC 71 Big Block - B-body …………………………………………………… $125.00
649PC 70-71 Big Block - E-body ………………………………………………… $125.00
PCAAR 70-71 Small Block - E-body……………………………………………… $125.00
PC68                            68 only 383/440 pos cable;  hot foil stamped as original…………………...$135.00

SBN 70-71 Small block negative – made by original manufacturer…………… $125.00

Spark plug wire sets with correct logo, boots and date codes:

PWH Hemi……………………………………………………………………….  $175.00
PWBB 383, 440, 440+6 ……………………………………………………………  $80.00
PWSB 273, 318, 340, 340+6………………………………………………………  $80.00

PWGO Correct plastic (nylon) spark plug wire grommets, hemi uses 4;
383, 400, 440+6 engines use 1……………………………………… Each $6.50

BBSG Starter gasket, correct metal starter motor gasket as used between starter 
and block.  70-71 all big block. 66-69 automatic big blocks………………$16.00

HS6/8 Authentic spark plug shield for #6/8 plugs on passenger side of motor.
 Mounts under exhaust manifold, as used on 69-72 383/440/440+6 motors Each $15.00

HS7 Heat shield for #7 (driver side) spark plug. All big block………………… $15.00

987T                            NEW! Authentic alternator triangle mount bracket for big block and hemi. Each $40.00

987S              NEW! Strap for above…..big block……………………………………..each $15.00
987H                             NEW! Alt. adjusting strap…..hemi only………………………………...each $15.00

PWK Authentic spark plug wire routing holders as used on front of manifolds,
thermostat housing bolt, valley pan bolt….all plug wire brackets and
holders for big block applications.

 Available in kit with all heat shields and plastic 4-place holders………… Kit $120.00

BHKE Correct battery holddown set for 66-69 cars
 (strap, J-nuts, wingnuts, washers)………………………………………… Set $40.00

BHKL  Correct battery holddown set for 70-71 cars (straps, J-nuts, spinnuts)…… Set $35.00
                                          …........with NOS hold down.........................................................................$ 50.00

404 70-71 Battery holddown strap. Authentic and correct…………………… Each $17.00
                                           NOS hold down each  $30.00

BHN Original 70-71 battery holddown nuts with spin washer. These are originals
and correctly finished……………………………………………………… Pair $10.00

BHKS Authentic battery holddown J-studs. Correct size as original.
Must specify body style and year………………………………………… Pair $10.00
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352 66-69 Battery holddown strap. Authentic and correct as used. 
66-69 A&B body…………………………………………………………. Each $15.00

BCB Correct positive and negative battery cable head clamp bolt/nut.
Correct 1/2 inch nut and bolt…………………………………………… Each $5.00

590  Ballast Resistor- very nice reproduction/correct strap w/ part no. ………… $40.00

FOG Authentic cuda fog lamp mounting washers used on all fog lamps 70-71.
These allow for the proper adjustment, aiming and fit of fog lamps……….Pair $12.00

FOGCLIPS Original Cuda FOG LAMP Wiring Retainers. . Original-Limited Quantity,
 Unique wiring retainer never before available………………………...........$5.00 Each
……………………………………………………………………............... Set of 4 $15.00

WN Correct style wingnuts used on air cleaners 66-71 and battery holddowns 66-69.
Note: Wingnuts are correctly plated!.......................................................... Each $2.50

PPW With correct air cleaner washer (for “pie pan” air cleaner only)………… Set $5.00

STUD Tail light housing stud caps. Correct red caps used to cover studs in
trunk compartment used 69 RR-GTX; 70 Cuda………………………. Set of 4 $10.00

STR Date coded original starter relays, limited supply ……………………… Inquire

SRS Starter relay plastic shield………………………………………………… $6.00 Each

ABI Alternator positive wire plastic insulator shield………………………… $8.00 Each

ALT Authentic slotted head bolt that mounts in upper left portion of triangle 
alternator bracket. These are originals…………………………………… Each $3.00

DIST Correct 66-71 hemi distributor hold down bracket.
The only authentically correct bracket available…………………………. Each $40.00
with correct holddown bolt and washer…………………………………… Each $48.00

DISTHD Correct distributor holddown bolt for all big block with authentic washer Each $8.00

440SOL 1970 440-4 bbl. carb idle solenoid that mounts to AVS carb.
(Correct ground head and numbers on barrel) …………………………… Each $325.00

440WK All wires to connect solenoid to distributor and positive/ground
distributor wires (2), Positive wire, Ground wire- available as set only.
Complete Set……………………………………………………………… Set $60.00

440BK 440-4 bbl. solenoid bracket. Used on all 440-4 bbl. Carter AVS carbs. in
70-71. This unique bracket holds the solenoid and mounts to right side of the AVS

 carb. Includes correct mounting hardware. Also used on 340-4bbl. AVS… Set $35.00

HCLIP 69 1/2, 70-71 440+6 solenoid speed adjusting screw clip.
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Original clip that mounts to upper bracket ……………………………… Each $10.00

SOLC 69 1/2 six-pack solenoid wire clip for left valve cover…………………. Each $15.00

WIRE Correct idle solenoid wire for 691/2 440 six-pack cars. 
Authentic wire and special ends…………………………………………… Each $30.00

COILW Ballast Resistor to coil wire, unique wire and terminal ends for 691/2 440
six-pack cars.………………………………………………………….. Each $30.00
Two wires above as a set……………………………………………………Set $40.00

HNCB Original Hemi negative cable mounting bolt……………………………… Each $5.00

SHS Hemi starter heat shields. Available as a kit with mounting hardware 
including unique special bracket that mounts to the exhaust manifold bolt.
For all 66-69 hemi automatic and 70-71 all hemis, very limited supply… $275.00

COILBR Coil mounting bracket. Authentic bracket for big block and hemi, 
also-AAR & TA…………………………………………………… $25.00 each

                                       ……..now available in authentic silver cad plating…………………………..$40.00 each

BBAB Authentic long alternator mounting bolt.  Correct “H” head marking, grade 8 bolt.
 Furnished with original washer. As used all 67-71, 383, 440-4, 440-6…….Each $10.00
With 2 upper spacers…………………………………………………………..Set $20.00

HAB Hemi long alternator mounting bolt.  Authentic “H” head marking, grade 8 bolt 
Furnished with original washer.  Hemi ONLY 66-71…………………….…Each $15.00
With 2 upper spacers…………………………………………………………Set   $25.00

HABO NOS/ORIGINAL Hemi and small block upper long alternator mounting bolt.
Limited supply of original bolts with the “dogbone” grade 8 headmarking.  Each $25.00

ALTS Three piece alternator and strap spacer set.  Correctly plated………………..Set  $15.00
Specify Big block or Hemi

TAPE Authentic black cloth friction tape as used on wiring, battery cables etc…. $15.00 per roll

TAPE2 Authentic 2 inch wide black adhesive paper tape as originally used to spot tape 
                                     wiring and door seal plastic vapor barrier………………………………….$15.00/roll

TAPEV Authentic vinyl non-adhesive tape as used for electrical applications. Available 
                                     in ¾ inch, 1 inch and 1 ¼ inch …..please specify size…………………….$15.00/roll

PWGO Original plug wire grommets. These are the last of the N.O.S…………… $6.50 Each 
……………………………………………………. ……or …………….. Set of 4 $25.00

#8 #8 Plug wire holder. This bracket is mounted to the rearmost right manifold stud
 and holds the #8 plug wire. Used 67-71 all big block except hemi. ………$10.00 Each
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*****SPECIALTY WIRING*****

69EH This is the only correct 69 ½ engine harness available. Correct modifications unique
to the 1969 ½  440-6 cars only.  $135.00

69EHS …………………………………….with solenoid wire……………………..$150.00
69EHSB ……………………….with ballast resistor to coil wire…………………….$160.00

TACH Authentic tachometer wiring harness, engine side.  Correct gauge gray wire with 
black tracer and correct terminal ends as used 68-70 b-body………………$20.00

SPEAKER Authentic rear seat speaker wiring harness, as used 68-70 B-body featuring authentic 
color coded wires and terminal ends …………………………..$40.00 each

Engine / Engine Compartment

*** distributor rebuild service now available for all dual and single point
distributors……………………………………..inquire

      HBAL     NEW! 66-71 street hemi harmonic balancer (vibration damper).  Authentic hemi balancer never 
                      before available.  Correct thickness, style, and weight.  Correct markings and ready to install
                      Available exclusively from us………………………………………………………..each $450.00
                      Photos can be viewed at our website:         www.rogergibsonautorestoration.com                          
HBWA             NEW! Correct harmonic balancer washer for above.  This is a stamped part as original.
                       This is NOT a laser cut/machined part.  The original washer was NEVER laser cut.
                        Correct thickness for hemi balancer ONLY……………………………………….each $20.00

DIST1           Immediately available are our hemi and dual point 4 barrel distributor leads.  Featuring
                        Authentic/correct wire, original terminal ends with correct markings and assembly line 
                        correct red sleeve at coil terminal end.  This is a quality part not available anywhere else
                                                                                  ………………………………………………$45.00 each

DIST2           Same as above for 440-6 applications, 69 and 70 only………………….$45.00 each
                          340-6 lead available….inquire

DVA                 Distributor vacuum advance mounting hardware.  Original special screws and washers 
                          to mount distributor vacuum advance to distributor.  Correctly plated. Set of 2 original
                          bolts and washers…………………………………………………complete set     $8.00

BTB             NEW!   Battery Tray bolts. Correct, original bolts, 1 inch diameter washer with pointed paint 
                       cutter tip. Found on most 66-70 ……………………………………….set of 4…….$8.00

             
OPW  Authentic Oil Pressure Sending Unit Resistance Wire As Used

On All 70 Hemi And 440-6 Cars With Rallye Gauges…Authentic Gray & Black 
Wire With Correct Part Number Tag, As Original……….……………. $45.00 Each
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NOSPCV NOS 70-71 barrel style PCV valves…these are original NOS……............. $20.00 Each

PCVEN Original NOS  67-69 metal PCV valve……………………………………….$50.00 Each

PCV PCV Valves, 3 rib………………………………………………………… $15.00 Each

SRS Starter relay plastic shield………………………………………………… $6.00 Each

ABI                              Alternator positive wire plastic insulator shield…………………………. $8.00 Each

079                                Authentic valve cover breather canister grommet as used on 70-71 hemi, 70-72
                                       big  block and small block, featuring all correct markings………………$9.00 Each

926 Authentic PCV grommet as used 67-72 most all engine applications.  
                                     Featuring correct markings as original…………………………………….$9.00 each
                                  

USK Authentic underhood strap kits used to secure engine compartment wiring as original.
Specify application…………………………………………………….Kits $9.00 - $24.00
A-Body Kit………………………………………………………………… $9.00
B-Body Kit ……………………………………………………………….. $14.00
70 E-Body Kit …………………………………………………………….. $24.00
71 B & E Body Kit………………………………………………………… $14.00
71 B & E Body Kit w/ round white clip ……………………………………$16.00

USKA Authentic “aged look” underhood strap kits.  These kits have a slightly yellowed
                                    Appearance to more accurately compliment an original engine compartment.

Specify application…………………………………………………..Kits $12.00 - $26.00
A-Body Kit………………………………………………………………. $12.00
B-Body Kit ……………………………………………………………… $16.00
70 E-Body Kit …………………………………………………………… $26.00
71 B & E Body Kit………………………………………………………. $16.00
71 B & E Body Kit w/ round white clip ………………………………… $18.00

IB  Authentic intake manifold mounting bolts for all big block (383,440. 440-6). 
 Correct “TR” grade 8, head marking.  Correctly plated…………………. Set of 8 $30.00

IBA ****with correct washers for aluminum intake……...………………… Set $35.00

MMkit NEW!  Complete Hemi motor mount hardware set.  Includes ALL fasteners to
                                    mount the motor mount brackets and left and right insulators (rubber); also
                                    authentic long bolt for left mount…… …………………………..66 – 69 kit  $75.00
                                                           …………………………………………………….70 – 71 kit  $72.00

MMKBB NEW! Authentic complete big block motor mount and insulator mount kit.  Complete
                                    HARDWARE ONLY,  kit to mount engine to k-frame…….…………..kit $105.00
MMKSB same as above…for small block…………………………………………kit $90.00

HMMB  Correct Hemi Motor Mount Bracket To Engine Block
 Hardware Kit.  Correct Studs, Lockwashers And Nuts,
 18 Pieces……………………………………………………………… $35.00/Set
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MMB1 Authentic hemi long motor mount bolt.  Never before available.  Correct 
“38” grade 5 head marking and cad plated as original, use one per car.  Furnished with 
original conical washer………………………………………………………$ 20.00 each

MMB2 340, 383, and 440-4, 440-6 long motor mount bolt for rubber insulators.  Use 1 per side 
furnished with original washer.  Authentic “38” grade 5 headmarking and correctly cad 
plated…………………………………………………………………………$ 25.00 pair

CLSTUD  Correct carb linkage mounting stud and nut.  Mounts to left side of carb
 linkage  and connects trans kickdown rod and related throttle spring and
 kickdown spring. Correctly plated stud and special locknut……………. Pair $35.00

71ATKS 1971 340, 440 440-6 pack AUTO TRANS linkage return spring 
correctly color coded ……………………………………………………. $15.00 Each

ATKS Now Available - correct AUTO TRANS kickdown return linkage spring. 68-69-70 4bbl.
Yellow color code with red stripe.various applications …………………… $15.00 Each

69ATKS 69 1/2 + 70 six pack AUTO TRANS linkage kickdown return spring. Authentic spring 
painted white as original……………………………...................................................  $15.00 
Each

HCLS  Hemi carb springs. Authentic springs with correct markings………...Sold as Set$40.00
                                        Automatic or 4-speed

OPHS Hemi oil pressure sending unit heat shield.   
Unlike others on the market ……this one is actually correct and
 authentic………………………………………………………………….. $25.00

CTK Hemi carb choke tube kit. Authentic choke tubes as used on 66-70 Hemi.
Includes choke tube clips that mount to outer right heat tube and 4 upper heat tube
mounting bolts, with instructions…w/ fitting @ rt man………………… Set $95.00

CTF…………………….correct brass fitting for bottom of right hemi manifold………………..$ 5.00

VAC Vacuum hose for distributor vac. advance exclusively from us, correct ribbed vacuum
advance hose. For all body styles 65-72, Repo hose……………………… Each $8.00

6VAC  69 1/2, 70 and 71 6-pack carb vacuum hose kit. This kit is ready to install and features
authentic ribbed vac. hose for the center carb and front and rear secondary diaphragms. 
Also included is distribution vacuum adv. hose and choke vacuum diaphragm hose.
….……………………………………………………………………….. $40.00 Kit

ALT Authentic slotted head bolt that mounts in upper left portion of triangle alternator bracket. 
These are originals………………………………………………………… Each $3.00

OPP Original oil pan drain plug with correct radius’ and center offset ………. Each $11.00

VCN Hemi valve cover nuts, original. Each $3.00, Set of Twenty…………… $45.00

VCS Hemi valve cover studs. Each $2.00…………………………………..Set of 20 $30.00
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HB Now available, correct horn mounting bolts, authentic as original………….Pair $5.00

VCN 383/440 valve cover nuts………………………………………………… Each $3.00

CMN 340/440 six-pack coil mounting nuts……………………………………. Each $3.00

VBSN 66-74 Big block valve cover mounting hardware. Eight original bolts, 4 studs & nuts.
VBSB or specify 12 bolts……………………………………………………… Set $25.00

HMM Hemi motor mount nuts: special slotted Marsden head and counter sunk bottom.
Used on motor mount insulator to engine bracket .(2 per engine)……….. Pair $15.00

340EXH 70-71 340, 340-6, exhaust manifold to head mounting kit, authentic original
hardware…………………………………………………………………… Kit $45.00

BBAB Authentic long alternator mounting bolt.  Correct “H” head marking, grade 8 bolt.
 Furnished with original washer. As used all 67-71, 383, 440-4, 440-6…….Each $10.00
With 2 upper spacers………………………………………………………...Set $20.00

HAB Hemi long alternator mounting bolt.  Authentic “H” head marking, grade 8 bolt 
Furnished with original washer.  Hemi ONLY 66-71……………………. Each $15.00
With 2 upper spacers……………………………………………………… Set   $25.00

HABO NOS/ORIGINAL  hemi and small block long upper mounting bolt.  Limited supply
Of original bolts with the “dogbone” grade 8 headmarking……………… Each $25.00

ALTS Three piece alternator and strap spacer set.  Correctly plated………………Set  $15.00
Specify Big block or Hemi

BELE Authentic manual trans bellhousing to engine mounting kit. Correct bolts with washers 
And lockwashers as needed.  12 piece mounting kit; big block and hemi…..Set $22.00

ATHD             NEW! Authentic auto trans to engine mounting kit.  Includes auto trans bell to
                                    engine and both 2 inch long bolts at the left and right lower corners. Authentiic
                                    Hardware with correct head markings (big block & hemi).....…………….kit $ 16.00

731W White firewall wiring clips as found on some 71 B and E bodies. These are the large style
 clip with a single prong that pushes in to mount……………………........... $5.00 Each

6WIR 1971 6-Pack distributor solenoid vacuum advance wires. This is the two mated wire leads 
that connect to the distributor vacuum advance unit. One wire has a red male connector the
 other black plastic female…………………………………………………...  $25.00 Each

DISTCLIPS Distributor Cap Holdown Clips for dual point cap, correct plating with 
mounting hardware……………………………………………………........ Set of 2 $35.00
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508 Same as above for single point distributor, NOS original clips………..pair $15.00

SMK Complete starter mounting kit…………………………………………… $10.00
Original lower STARTER MOUNTING stud with hardware.
Original upper bolt. Not used on direct drive starter. 

COIL Authentic DATED COILS, correct markings and thick, original style post
 nuts. ………………………………………………………………. $70.00

VCNO N.O.S. big block valve cover nuts as used on most engines and 66-70 hemi valve covers.
Limited supply of N.O.S. nuts,………………………………………. $3.00 Each
 Or………………………………………………………………..Set of 20 $45.00 

383SOL 71 383 4spd carb solenoids. Limited quantity of solenoids complete with bracket and 
wiring. These are N.O.S…………………………………………………. $250.00 Each

EMLAB Correct Emission labels as found under hood on inner fender…………. $8.00 Each

HARNTAG Correct wiring harness tags for engine compt, rear taillights; 
dash and battery cables………………………………………………. $6.00 Each

HBOLTS **Authentic “H” head marking carb bolts as used 69 and 70 4bbl. and six pack engines
Limited supply……………………………………………………………. $2.00 Each 
………………………………………………………….………………… Set of 4 $7.50
 …………………………………………………………….......................Set of 12 $20.00

HEXPLUG Intake, engine block drain, etc various applications………………………. $5.00 Each

SQPLUG Same as above…………………………………………………………….. $5.00 Each

HEX Original intake manifold hex plug. This plug was used on intakes for 340, 383, 440, 440-6 
and hemi that had no vacuum nipple. Correctly plated……………….......... $5.00 Each

SP B-Body stud protector. Usually found on upper stud at brake backing plate in engine 
compartment. 68-70 B-Body……………………………………..................  $5.00 Each

AVS Carter avs carb to air cleaner base gasket. Authentic and correct gasket - never before 
available ……………………………………………………............... $8.00 Each

71VCNO  Authentic 71 HEMI VALVE COVER NUTS. Correct tall style nut as orginal. Also 
used on hemi intake manifold. ……………………………………… $5.00 Each

WMN Wiper motor mounting nuts, silver cad plated as original. Set of 3 mounts all 2 speed 
and 3 speed wipers to firewall……………………………………………. $5.00 Set

HIK HEMI INTAKE MANIFOLD MOUNTING KIT. Authentic and correct head
 markings as orginal for 68-71 hemi. Kit also includes correct tall style nut with

 spin washer for all studs, 3 bracket bolts, and instructions………………. $135.00 Kit
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67HIK Same as above, except kit contains authentic and correct “HEX” bolts as used 
66-67 Hemi, tall nuts as req., 3 bracket bolts and instructions………….$120.00 Kit

ATSTUD   Authentic/Original Carb Linkage Mounting Stud And Nut.  
ATNUT  Used To Connect Kickdown Linkage And Related Throttle Spring And Auto 

Kickdown Spring, Correctly Plated Of Course………………………… Set $40.00

TIMING Authentic TIMING CHAIN COVER bolts, big block and hemi……………Set of 8 $15.00

SPRING Carb Return Spring, 70-71 383 4-bbl. and 440 4 bbl and 69 440/383 4bbl.
 Authentic spring with correct number of coils and correct length. No need to use

 incorrect parts any longer. This spring is like original…………………… $12.00 each

SCL Authentic “S” clip as used on all 6-pack and hemi applications.   Used to hold 5/16
                                     vacuum hose to fuel line.  Unique clip correctly plated…………………….$7.50 each

ENGINE OILING

ORDER
NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

OPP Original oil pan drain plug with correct radius’ and center offset……… Each $11.00

OPW  70 hemi and 440-6 oil pressure sending unit resistance wire as used on all cars 
with rallye gauges.  Authentic gray wire, correct ends and 
part number tag…………………………………………………………… Each $45.00

OILH                          Hemi oil dipstick tube kit. Includes dipstick, tube and white heat insulation cover and 
                                    Clamp.  Parts are available separately……………………………………..Kit…$75.00

OPHS Hemi Oil Pressure Sending Unit Heat Shield…
Unlike Others On The Market…..This Is Actually Correct And
Matches The Originals…………………………………………...…............$25.00 EACH

Exhaust

ORDER
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NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

RES           NEW! Authentic E body resonators now available.  Faithfully reproduced from 
                   Originals.  Correct interior construction along with factory spot welds.  These are
                    Just like assembly line equipped parts.  Have dates for 1970 and 1971, fully licensed
                    with Pentastar logo, vendor code and date………………………….. $625/pair

70TIP 68-70 B-body tailpipes for chrome tips.  Our authentic custom made tailpipes
                                    actually fit  as original……………………………………………………….inquire

EHANG  E-Body muffler hangers. Finally authentic hangers-will not pull apart, authentic
 style,appearance and fit. Furnished with original mounting hardware… Pair $65.00

HANG69 66-69 B-body muffler hangers. Correct and authentic“Loop” style muffler hangers. 
Mount to rear floor pan and hold the rear of the muffler as original,

 with mounting hardware ……………………………………………………Pair $65.00

HANG70 70 B-body muffler hangers. Correct and authentic hangers that mount to rear
 floor pan and hold/support the rear of the muffler, w/ hardware………… Pair $65.00

EXHEH E-body hanger and “Z” bar with original mounting hardware. This is the hanger
That mounts to the underside of the trunk and supports the rear of the muffler and 
Chrome tip. …………………………………complete set for one car……….$80.00

EMSB E-body muffler support brackets. Authentic brackets mounted inside trunk floor.
Correct heavy gauge and correct plating with correct mounting studs…… Pair $40.00

             (these brackets are used with the above set, EXHEH)

BMC Muffler clamps. 2-1/4 inch saddle clamps as used on front of
muffler/resonator to head pipe as required……………………………… Each $15.00

67TC 67 GTX exhaust tip clamp. Unique to GTX chrome tip, loop-style clamp as
 originally used………………………………………………………………Pair $40.00

EXHB Correct tailpipe to exhaust tip clamp as used on: , 70-71 B-body with 
chrome tips (383, 440, 440+6 and hemi); 71 B-body (383,440, 440-6 and Hemi).
This is the authentic 2-1/4" “Q” clamps as originally used……………… Pair $35.00

                                     ****also available with correct stampings on saddle as original….$75/pr

EXHE Correct muffler to exhaust tip clamp for 70-71 E-body cars; also used on some 68-71 
A-body with chrome tips. This is the correct 2 inch “Q” clamp as 
originally used…………………………………………………………… Pair $40.00

                                     **** also available with correct stampings on saddle as original,,,,,$75/pr.

EXH71 1971 B-body exhaust resonator and chrome tip hangar kit. All the correct
hardware to mount exhaust resonators as used on Hemi and 440+6 cars … Kit $90.00

HHH Hemi exhaust manifold mounting kit. Correct bolts and washers Unique to 
66-71 Hemi………………………………………………………………… Set $45.00

BBSN 68-71 Big block exhaust manifold sleeve nut sets. Includes 2 correct (tapped)
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 hollow head long sleeve nut for passenger side and solid short sleeve nut for 
driver side.  Correct details do make a difference! .................................... Set of 3 $30.00

EXMK Complete, big block exhaust manifold mounting kit.68-71. Complete Set $40.00

67SNS 67 complete big block exhaust manifold mounting kit.
Includes studs, nuts, and sleeve nut set, unique to 67 440……….. Set 50.00

340EXH 70-71 340, 340-6, exhaust manifold to head mounting kit, authentic original
hardware…………………………………………………………………… Kit $45.00

HS7 Heat shield for #7 (driver side) spark plug. All big block………………… $15.00

HS6/8 Authentic spark plug shield for #6/8 plugs on passenger side of motor. Mounts
 under exhaust manifold, as used on 69-72 383/440/440+6 motors……….. Each $15.00

CT Hemi (thin) choke tubes. Set of tubes that mount at exhaust manifold on right side
 and mount to carb and air cleaner. Insert tube that goes through manifold.

 Also included as well as correct heat resistant insulation for carb tube, 66-70 Hemi.
…………………………………………………………………………. Set $64.00

CTK Choke tube kit: includes choke tubes above, plus four correct heat tube upper
bolts and pair of choke tube mounting clips.   Includes instructions…… Kit $95.00

HTK  Hemi heat tubes. Exhaust heat tubes that attach to rear of intake manifold.
Furnished with clamp, (4) bolts and 3 gaskets, stud/nut set………… $205.00 Set

393A Hemi heat riser valve repair package. Contains all partsto rebuild heat riser.
Includes instructions. …………………………………………………… Kit $435.00

HSMB 70-71 E-Body exhaust, MUFFLER HEAT SHIELD bolts. Each rear shield uses 3.
Also used 71 front splash shields and 68-71 automatic frame splash shield. 
These are originals and are in limited supply. …………………….……… $3.00 Each
………………………………………………….…………………………. Set of 6 $15.00

HPCB Hemi positive cable bracket at left rear cylinder head with original bolt
. Short or Long………………………………………………………….  $40.00

CTCL Hemi choke tube retainer metal clips that mount on the outer heat tube
upper bolt and hold the thin choke tubes. For all 66-70 hemis.
(Available separately)………………………………………..Set of Two  $25.00

EXBS Exhaust manifold to head pipe bolt set. Authentic bolt and correct
Marsden nut for all 340, 340+6, 383, 440, 440+6 cars 66-71……………... Set $25.00

EXMK 69-1/2-70-71 six-pack exhaust manifold. To head mounting kit.
Authentic hardware (studs, nuts, sleeve nuts)……………………………....Set $40.00

HHH Hemi exhaust manifold to head hardware. Authentic bolts with correct
head markings and correctly stamped unique washers. The only
authentically correct set available Complete ……………………………… Set $45.00
Washers - ……………...each $3.00….…………………………………Set of 11 $30.00
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Bolts - ………………….each $4.00……………………………………Set of 11 $40.00

HHP Hemi H-pipe to manifold bolt set features authentic Marsden nuts as original
……………………………………………………………………………. $25.00

SHS Hemi starter heat shields. Available as a kit with mounting hardware including unique
special bracket that mounts to the exhaust manifold bolt. For all 66-69 hemi automatics,
and 70-71 hemi, all, very limited supply…………………………………. $275.00

Fenders & Sheet Metal

ORDER
NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

SUPPORT 68-70 B-body lower fender support braces, supplied with correct mounting
 hardware.  This is the brace at the bottom front of the fender…………… $45.00/Pair

FENS Studs, J-nuts and nuts with large spin washer for lower fenders. 
12 piece set of all original hardware. For B&E Bodies…………………….  $20.00 Set

FENW Fender adjustment shim washers. Special washers often used with above hardware.
Three different thickness washers available as original. …………… $3.00 Each

PENT Authentic fender pentastars as used on right lower fender……………….. $9.00 Each.

FENDERTAG Authentic FENDER TAG screws………………………………………........$4.00 Pair

P Original inner fender cover (metal plates) access screws.  These are original with “P”
                                     head  marking as used all 66-72…………………..set of 4    $ 8.00

 
Frame

KFMB     NEW!           Authentic K-frame to frame rail mounting bolts.  Correct grade 5 bolt with “N” head  
                                      Marking and thick spin washer.  Bolt features thread cutting pilot point as 
                                       Original……………………………………………………………set of 4 $25.00
    

MMB1                    Hemi long motor mount bolt. Mounts left side insulator to k-frame.
                               Never before available.  Correct “38” grade 5 head marking and cad plated as
                                    original, use one per car.  Furnished with original conical washer      ……$ 20.00 each

MMB2 340, 383, and 440-4, 440-6 long motor mount bolt for rubber insulators to k-frame. Never 
before available.  Use 1 per side furnished with original washer.  Authentic “38” grade 5 
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headmarking and correctly cad plated………………………………………$ 25.00 pair

KFE Frame Rail/K-Frame splash shields, 70-72 A, B, & E bodies.  Furnished with 
rivets…………………………………………………………………… Set.$75.00

KFB Frame Rail/K-Frame splash shields,  67-69 A & B bodies.  Furnished with
Rivets…………………………………………………………………... Set $75.00

RIV Correct rivets for k-frame splash shields…………………………………. Each $0.75

BBC Correct bumper bolts, authentic bolts….as close to original as available with 
                                     correct washer, lockwasher and nut. Each $4.00

EVAL 70 E-Body bottom valence screws. 2 original phillips head screws for 
bottom of valence at frame support straps. …………………………………$4.00/Set.

STRUT  Front suspension STRUT NUTS
ROLLPIN  Front suspension  ROLL PINS.    2 nuts and 2 roll pins……………………$15.00 set.

Limited supply.

Fuel

ORDER
NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

Original hemi carbs. We offer complete show quality carb restoration.

Carbs are completely disassembled, shafts replaced and rebuilt to
factory specs. These are show quality in every detail and guaranteed to
perform to original carbs; or you can pick from our stock of correct
numbers and dates......................................................................................Call for availability and price.

71GC             Original 71 cuda only fuel cap. Authentic and correct “PRESSURE VACUUM”
             gas cap……………………………………………………………………..Each $90.00

TCBAT Hemi automatic throttle cable brackets, supplied with clamp and nut. 
TCBMT Hemi 4-speed throttle cable brackets, supplied with clamp and nut. Specify

 trans style………………………………………………………………… Each $ 65.00

HCL  Hemi carb linkage. Authentic carb throttle linkage set, correct
shoulder bolts and plating……………………………………………… $115.00 set

Hemi carb solenoid: 1970-71 solenoid with correct head and numbers on barrel……………….. $ 325.00

HLB Hemi lower solenoid mounting bracket: mounts solenoid between
carbs, includes correct mounting nuts………………………………………Each $40.00

HUB Hemi upper solenoid bracket with special mounting clip and speed
adjusting screw…………………………………………………………… Each $55.00
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Upper bracket only………………………………………………………. Each $40.00
HCLIP Clip only…………………………………………………………………. Each $10.00
HSC Screw only……………………………………………………………….. Each $10.00

VAP Correct hemi fuel vapor separator…………………………………………. Each $65.00

AFB Hemi AFB carb to air cleaner base gaskets……………………………...... Each $5.00 

AVS Carter avs carb to air cleaner base gasket. Authentic and correct gasket - never before 
available ……………………………………………………........................ $8.00 Each

HCB Hemi carb mounting bolts. Correct original bolts.Set of 8 as used 70-71 Hemis
71 440 six-pack carb mounting bolts.
Correct head markings……………………………set 8 $ 50.00/set 12 $ 75.00

HCS 66-69 HEMI CARB MOUNTING HARDWARE, correct studs
HCN Nuts to mount front and rear carb, ………………………………………Complete $20.00

HCLS  Hemi carb springs. Authentic springs with correct markings………...Sold as Set$40.00
                                        Automatic or 4-speed

REDIDLE Red Idle mixture caps as used on Carter carbs……………………….......... Pair $15.00

ACS 70-71 six pack carb studs, correct “rolled” threads as original. 
Authentic studs with correct shoulder used to secure air cleaner assembly.. Pair $18.00

AGHK 70-72 “air grabber” hose kits. Correct color coded striped .................hose, with 
molded air grabber switch connector and original steel clip(for 71-2) that mounts to
 air grabber switch on dash. (70 used ribbed hose, 71-2 non rib hose as original) 
Kit comes with instructions and clips……………kits $ 235.00, specify application
……………………Hose Kit, with 6 hose routing clips………………………

AGHC …………………….set of 6 hose routing clips……………………………………$ 30.00

Air-Grabber Screws and Clips:
Finally available, our authentic screws with correct spin washer, used to hold seal and fiberglass air box to hood.
AG69 69 Plymouth and 69-70 Dodge use Set of 24……………………………… $45.00
AG70 71 Dodge and 70-72 Plymouth use. Set of16….……………………………$40.00
                                      **these kits feature the correct original headmarking”AF” and correct
                                           original U-nuts

BN Authentic 71-72 “bell nuts” as used on hood louvers and ram air units
on 71-72 Plymouth (use 4 each); 71 Dodge R/T and Super bee louvers

 (use 12 each)……………………………………………………………… Each $15.00

SHF Shaker base plate support feet. These support base plate to valve cover as original.
1-1/2 inch used on all hemi engines and 3 inch used on all 440+6, 440, 383 Pair $42.50

***PLEASE NOTE: OUR SHAKER SUPPORT FEET AND TABS ARE AUTHENTIC TO ORIGINAL 
WITH CORRECT HEAVY RUBBER DIP COATING ON BOTTOM OF SUPPORT FEET AS 
ORIGINAL, OTHER ATTEMPTS ARE NOT EVEN CLOSE.  OUR PRODUCT MATCHES 
ORIGINAL AND WILL STAND UP TO ANY COMPARISON WITH ORIGINAL PIECES.  THIS IS 
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OUR OWN PRODUCT NOT AVAILABLE THROUGH ANY OTHER VENDOR***

SHBB  Shaker feet mounting tabs. Correct tabs that spot weld to bottom of shaker
carb baseplate. These tabs are authentic as original and are not available elsewhere.
Only ours are authentic to originals……………………………………….. $45.00 Pair
Available as a set with hemi or 440 feet…………………………………… $80.00
Furnished with original bolts

340SHF Shaker 340 tabs and feet. Authentic tabs that mount to baseplate andlong brackets that
secure base to engine……………………………………………… Set $65.00

SFB  70 -71 Shaker feet mounting bolts……………………………………… Pair $4.00

SBB Shaker bubble bolts. Correct head and washer as original.
Used 70-71E-body…………………………………………………… Set of 7 $30.00

TAT Special black cloth tape used at the seal joint as found on all T/A and AAR 
air cleaner rubber seal.  Also found on some shaker seals at the joint/seam. 
Supplied cut to length and ready to install….………………….……… inquire

HEMI fuel lines from fuel pump to carbs. Authentic type material as originally used.
 Specify 66-67 set:

MS109 66-67……………………………………………………………….. $75.00 Set
MS110 68-71…………………………………………………………………….. $70.00 Set
MS128 Hemi fuel pump inlet fitting. Special long brass inlet fitting……............ $5.00 Each.

MS104 Authentic fuel line for 70 440-4BBL. AVS carb. original material…….......$40.00

MS103 Authentic fuel line for 70 383 holley 4-BBL equipped. Original material…$28.00

MS106 69½ -71 six-pack upper fuel line set from fuel pump to carbs
MS108 691/2 – 71 six-pack lower fuel line set from fuel pump to carb

……………………(available separately)…………………………………………. $70.00 Set
MS107 lower fuel line set for 340-6

SPLK 69 ½, 70, 71 sixpack carb linkage kit; contains all parts to connect front, center and rear carbs
With adjusting pivot, spacers and clips……………………………………………..$ 80.00 set

HFB Authentic and correct vintage Holley fuel bowl screws; correct flat face, tapered head
Screw to be used with a flat blade screwdriver.  Note: current hex head fuel bowl
Screws are absolutely incorrect for 69-71 applications…………………………….$3.00 each

185 Holley six pack choke; for all six pack applications supplied with correct (zinc dichromate)
                         hold down bolts……………………………………………………………………..$ 70.00

FTSN Authentic fuel tank stud nuts. Correct self-locking tall nut……………….. Set of 2 $10.00

FTSTUD Original fuel tank strap studs as used to secure fuel tank straps to body….. Set of 2 $15.00

481 Fuel tank filler neck grommet 67- 70 B-body…………………………… $12.00
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6PCG 69-1/2-71 6-pack carb gasket set. Authentic and correct gaskets for carb to intake
 and carb to air cleaner…………………………………………………… Set $35.00

CLAB Six-pack carb labels (69-1/2 to 71 models). (Specify auto or 4 spd)……… Set $12.00

VAP Correct 440+6, 440 fuel vapor separator………………………………….. Each $65.00

solenoid 70 440+6 solenoid featuring correct head and numbers on solenoid barrel. $ 325.00

70 440+6 solenoid kit includes: correct solenoid, intake
manifold solenoid wire bracket and clip………………………………. Inquire

SBRKT 70-71 440 six-pack idle solenoid wire bracket and clip. Mounts to intake
SBRC bolt on all six-pack motors………………………………………………… Set $20.00

6PKBLK  Black plastic clip that holds the solenoid wire as found on some 70-71
440-sixpack and 340 sixpack cars…………………………………… Each $15.00

                                    71 440+6 solenoid; correct numbers on barrel and special upper
hex head with ground feature……………………………………………. Inquire

71SC 71 only 440+6 solenoid upper ground wire bracket/clip…………………. Each $20.00 
71SCSET Bracket/clip……………………………………………………………….. Set $30.00

71GW 71 only 440+6 upper solenoid ground wire……………………………. Each $15.00

71HEX                         Correct brass hex head with ground prong for 71 six pack and all 70-71  440-4
                                      applications………………………………………………………………..Each $ 50.00

SMB 69-71 440-6 solenoid to intake mounting bolts. Specify light or dark finish Pair $4.00
SMBL       Also available in zinc dichromate (gold) finish………………………. Pair $5.00 

440SOL 1970 440-4 bbl. carb idle solenoid that mounts to AVS carb. (Correct
ground head and numbers on barrel)…………………………………… Each $325.00

440BK 440-4 bbl. solenoid bracket. Used on all 440-4 bbl. Carter AVS carbs. in
70-71. This unique bracket holds the solenoid and mounts to right side of
the AVS carb. Includes correct mounting hardware…………………… Set $35.00

CLAB Holley six pack carb labels for 1970 AAR Cuda and T/A Challenger.
(Specify auto or 4 spd) ………………………………………………….. Set $12.00

Correct solenoid for T/A, AAR…………………………………………... Inquire

340SB T/A and AAR, 340-6 pack throttle solenoid bracket. 
Mounts to rear of front carb……………………………………………… Each $30.00

HCLIP Solenoid speed adjusting screw clip. Used on all 6-pack & hemi
Original clip that mounts to upper bracket ……………………………… Each $10.00
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IDLE Correct clear idle mixture caps for Holley  carbs……………..…………. Pair $20.00

SCL Correct “S” clip that holds distributor vacuum advance
line to fuel line tube - as used on Hemis and 440+6 engines…………….. $7.50

WN Correct style wingnuts used on air cleaners 66-71 and battery holddowns 66-69.
Note: Wingnuts are correctly plated! ............................................................Each $2.50

PPW With correct air cleaner washer for “pie pan” air cleaner only……………. Set $5.00

HACW Air cleaner lid washers.
Authentic as used on 691/2 and hemi air cleaner lids…………………….. Each $3.00

PPW Correct air cleaner “pie pan” washer used on all 4 bbl. carb air cleaners
under wingnut. …….………………………………………………………..Each $3.00

PPW Correct air cleaner washers (large) used on 70-71 six pack air cleaner lid. Each $3.00

67spring Original, N.O.S. 67-68  383/440 throttle return spring.  Original dark green
                                     spring with orange stripe.  These are ORIGINAL springs…………….$ 35.00 ea
                                       ………….authentic repo of above spring…………………………….$ 8.00 ea

FUELP Correct fuel pump pushrod ; these are originals…………………………. $ 35.00

FL                               Correct 5/16 KV and 3/8 KV fuel line hose; also available is KV “dashed” fuel line hose
                                     for later applications……………………………all hose $ 10.00 per foot
                                         keystone clamps……..$ 1.00 each

489                             Authentic 440-6 throttle cable bracket for auto or 4 speed, specify application
                                    needed, bracket comes with clamp and nut………..............................$ 40.00

FFE                            Correct early style fuel filter as used on 66-67 Hemi............................$ 55.00 ea

FF                              Correct metal canister fuel filter, authentic blue script and logo, these are 
                                    dated as original; application is 318, 340, 340-6, 383, (440-4  66-67)....$ 35.00 ea

Hood/Hood Scoop/Air Grabber

ORDER
NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

70HPS  Correct chrome hood pin studs now available.  Original studs were NEVER 
stainless steel. We have produced the correct and authentic CHROME plated
 stud as originally found on 69 Daytona and 70-72 ………………………. Pair $20.00

69HPS Authentic 69 ½ only studs………………………………………………… Set of 4 $40.00

69ACL  69 ½ air cleaner lid decals: Special instructions and air filter, as found on all
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 69 ½ air cleaner lids………………………………………………………. Pair $20.00

69HBK 69-1/2 hood bumper kits. 4 sections of correct hose and 12 hood pin
 washers …………………………………………………………………… Kit $35.00

69HPS Correct and authentic 691/2 hood pin studs never before available.
Ours are like originals, correct style and plating………………………….. Set of 4 $40.00

69HPB 69-1/2 hood pin bezels, insulators and rivets. Authentic components
mounted to 691/2 fiberglass hoods. ……………………………................ Set of 4 $80.00

69HHP 69-1/2 hood pins. Correct and authentic upright pins as originally used.
 ……………………………………………………….....................................Each $10.00

……………………………………………………………………………... Set of 4 $40.00

69HDW Correct 69-1/2 nuts and star washers. ……………………………………. Set of 8 $10.00

69HPL 69-1/2 hood pins lanyards, correct and authentic. These lanyards feature correct 
thickness cable and unique 
eyelets……………………………………………………………………… Each $10.00   
…………………………………………………………………………….. Set of 4 $40.00

69HPK Complete 69-1/2 hood pin kit. This is the only correct and authentic hood pin kit 
vailable on the market today! With 4 rubber hood support sections.

 (Includes all above pieces.)………………………………………………… $140.00

69HPW 69-1/2 six-pack hood pin washers (needs 12)…………………………...... Each $1.50 
………………………………………………………………….................. Set $15.00

69HBK 69-1/2 hood bumper kits. Four sections of correct hose and 12 hood pin 
washers……………………………………………………………………... Kit $35.00

HPK Hood pin kits. New two-stud hood pin kits for most applications.
Kits contain correct hardware for application (70-72) specify make & model
……………………………………………………………………………. Kit $50.00

                                     …with correct chrome studs as original………………………………   ….Kit $70.00
Correct original thick style hood pin stud nut washers for 70-71
HP70 Correct original thick style hood pin stud nut washers for 70-71

B and E-body hood pins …………………………………..……. Each $2.00 

AGHK 1970-72 “air grabber” hose kits. Correct color coded striped
hose, with molded air grabber switch connector and original
steel clip that mounts to air grabber switch on dash.
Kit comes with instructions ……# SEE DESCRIPTION, P. 38

**NEW** ….with 6 correct hose routing clips…………………………
AGHC Correct air grabber hose routing clips.  Authentic circular clips used to route hoses.

……………………………………………………………………..set of 6 clips $ 30.00

BN Authentic 71-72 “bell nuts” as used on hood louvers and ram air
units on 71-72 Plymouth (use 4 each)…………………………............ Set $60.00 
71 Dodge R/T and Super bee louvers (use 12 each)…………………….. Set $180.00
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Air-Grabber Screws and Clips
Finally available, our authentic screws with correct spin washer.
Used to hold seal and fiberglass air box to hood 69& 70 Dodge; seal to box 70-72

AG69 69 Plymouth and 69-70 Dodge use…………………..………………Set of 24 $45.00
AG70 Dodge and 70-72 Plymouth use………………………………………Set of 16 $40.00
                                      ***these kits feature the  correct original head marking “AF” and correct original
                                             U-nuts
 
Organosol - authentic black textured finish for hoods, tail panels, etc…………………pint  Inquire
Very limited supply ……………………………………………………………………quart Inquire
                  NOW AVAILABLE….SEE  PAINT SECTION

WEDGE Authentic hood bumper wedges as used 70-71 e-body and 71 b-body
Correct spring loaded Wedge, furnished with correct mounting 
screws……………………………………………………………………… Pair $20.00

SHAKER SHAKER DRAIN hose sections. As used on all shaker hood base plates.
 2, 19 inch sections of correct ribbed hose with correct clamps…………..  $35.00 set.

5/8HOSE Authentic Breather hose. Correct 5/8 ribbed hose available for all breather to 
air cleaner applications; For 69 1/2 cars also used on air cleaner base for 
drain hose…………………………………………………………………..$10.00 / Foot.

BHC Correct black squeeze type clamps as used on 5/8 breather hose to air cleaner 
applications………………………………………………………………inquire 

500SH SHAKER BUBBLE COPPER GROUND STRAPS. Never before available,
 correct and  authentic copper groundstraps that mount on the front underside 
of all shaker bubble scoops.  Furnished with structions…………………….$35.00 pair 

332 Fram air filter for 69-71 hemi oval air cleaner bases and all 340-6 pack and 440-6 pack 
applications ………………………………………………………………… $inquire

AGS Authentic air grabber actuator spring. This is the unique spring that mounts on the
 vacuum actuator on the hood to air door rod. Used 70-72 plymouth with air grabber
 and 71 dodge with air grabber. 
Correctly plated as original.  Never before available………...…………….. $15.00 Each

69SCR 69 1/2 Air cleaner base drain door screws. Connect unique screws……. $2.00 Each 

SHAKN Shaker hood trim ring nuts with special toothed washer. Specify 10/24 or 10/32
 stud size…………………………………………………………......... $20.00 Set

349 68-71 bbl air filter. Vintage Fram air filter as original. Replaces part number 2863349. 
…………………………………………………………………………….. $50.00 Each
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Springs
ORDER
NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

LSK Rear leaf spring rebuild kits.  Zinc interliners, band clamps with rubber inserts 
and  plastic interliners. One kit does both springs for A, B or E-bodies.  Please note 
our kit comes with the center leaf spring stack bolt. All parts available separately.
Complete Rebuild Kit………specify body style………………………….

              Original style pure zinc interliners included..........         $175/kit

66BC Authentic and correct 66 B-body leaf spring band clamps with round hole on short end 
of band clamp.  As original! ……………………………………………… Each $13.00
……………………………...…………………………………………….. Set of $85.00   

LSBOLT  Original leaf spring stack bolts and nuts.  Correct original rounded head bolt
 that is used to clamp the individual leaf spring stack together……………. Pair $15.00

Correct and authentic FRONT LEAF SPRING EYE BRACKETS. Never before
 available. Furnished with correct press fit studs and mounting nuts.
 3 styles available:

FLSD Dodge b-body 68-70……………………………………………………… $90.00 Set
FLSP Plymouth b-body 68-70…………………………………………………… $90.00 Set
FLSE All e-body…………………………………………………..…………….. $90.00 Set

LSB             New!  Authentic leaf spring mounting bracket bolt, correct “H” head marking as  

                                     original; 4 inches long with one half inch thick head………………. $ 8.00 ea    

 LSN                                Correct marsden nut available also!.....$ 5.00 ea/complete set $22.00

LSSTUD Authentic front leaf spring eye hangar bracket studs. Original hardened “H” style
 studs with correct plating…………………………………………………. Set of 8 $16.00

SHAKE ORIGINAL, (these are old stock NOS) 70-71 e-body REAR LEAF SPRING
SHACKLES, correct finish on all hardware…………………………........Set of 2 $200.00

SHACKLE Authentic rear shackles that mount to rear eye of leaf springs, nice reproduction; 
Available for 70-71 e-body…………………………………………..set of 2 $85.00

SCB Lower steering column bearing bolts. Special bolt at bottom of steering column in 
engine compartment.  Correctly plated…………………………………. $3.00 Pair

STEERING
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71STEER Lower steering column nylon bearing as used 71….lower portion of steering
column in engine compartment (71 only)…………………………………..Each $45.00

LSC2               Lower steering column shaft bearings. Authentic lower bearing visible in engine
Compartment.  Often discolored and melted; available in 2-hole ………….$82.00 each

LSC3                  and 3-hole………………..………………………………………………….$82.00 each

Transmission - Auto/4-Speed

ORDER
NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

HKL            NEW!       Authentic hemi automatic kickdown linkage; complete kit with all linkage and 
                                      rods………………………………………………………………………Each $280.00

ATB Authentic automatic trans fluid line bracket that mounts to lower start stud 
on all ......383, 440, 440+6 and hemi engines. This is the bracket that holds both
 fluid lines…………………………………………………………………. Each $15.00

CLSTUD  Authentic and original carb linkage mounting stud and nut.  Mounts to left side
 of carb linkage and connect trans kickdown rod and related throttle spring
 and kickdown spring…………………………………………………… Set $35.00

LTMB 70-71 E-body and 71 B-body transmission support mount bolt.  NOS original
 long bolt that goes through mount. 
 With original nut and washer…………………………………………….. Set $35.00

TB71   71 B & E Body transmission cross member bolt set.  Four original pilot point 
bolts with correct nut and spin washer as original………………………… Set of 4 $25.00

ATHD             NEW! Authentic auto trans to engine mounting kit.  Includes auto trans bell to
                                    engine and both 2 inch long bolts at the left and right lower corners. Authentiic
                                    Hardware with correct head markings (big block & hemi).....…………….kit $ 16.00

BELE Authentic 4-speed  bell housing to engine mounting kit; authentic 12 piece kit 
Featuring authentic bolts and washers (66-71,383,440,hemi)………………..Kit $22.00

BELS Above kit for small block………………………………………………………...$15.00

BELT Authentic 4-speed trans to bell housing mounting kit. Authentic 8 piece kit with 
Correct washers. 66-71 all engines……………………………………... Set $10.00
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ATP Automatic Transmission fluid pan bolts. Authentic and correct bolts
…………………………………………………………………...Set of 14 $25.00 
………………………………………………………………………..or $2.00 Each

971                          Rear transmission support mount as used on 70-74 E-body and 71-74 B-body, auto or 
4-spd.  All engines…………………………………………………………inquire

971K …same as above supplied with original long crossbolt and nut with washer inquire
  
971H Same as above, for hemi applications (painted yellow as original)….mount 

only……………………………………………………………………….…inquire
971HK ………………w/ crossbolt, nut and washer……………………………..inquire
                                     ***New*** Original 5/8 hex mounting bolts for all above/use 2 per car….$4.00 each

CLSTUD  Correct carb linkage mounting stud and nut.  Mounts to left side of carb
 linkage  and connects trans kickdown rod and related throttle spring and
 kickdown spring. Correctly plated stud and special locknut……………. Pair $35.00

71ATKS 1971 340, 440 440-6 pack AUTO TRANS linkage return spring 
correctly color coded ……………………………………………………. $15.00 Each

ATKS Now Available - correct AUTO TRANS kickdown return linkage spring. 68-69-70 4bbl.
Yellow color code with red stripe.various applications …………………… $15.00 Each

69ATKS 69 1/2 + 70 six pack AUTO TRANS linkage kickdown return spring. Authentic spring 
painted white as original……………………………...................................................  $15.00 
Each

HCLS  Hemi carb springs. Authentic springs with correct markings………...Sold as Set$40.00
                                        Automatic (includes kickdown spring)or 4-speed

Wheels /Tires

ORDER
NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

GYT WE ARE NOW DISTRIBUTORS FOR “THE COLLECTOR SERIES”
GOODYEAR TIRES.    ALL POPULAR SIZES AVAILABLE CALL FOR PRICING

RWD Road wheel center cap domes. Limited supply of original domes……… Each $30.00

RWCC 1970 Rallye wheel center cap paint, correct color and texture to refinish center
 caps…………………………………………………………….................. Pint $65.00

RWCD Refinishing kit includes center discs ……………………………………… Kit $80.00

SSC NOS space saver spare valve stem caps…………………………………… Each $10.00

TVSE Tire / wheel valve stem extensions. Authentic black plastic extension with
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 white tip………………………………………………………………..Set of 4 $15.00

Body, Interior & Steering

ORDER
NUMBER   ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

 GP1 Authentic 70 E-body gas pedal and mounting kit…………………………..Each $54.00

GP2 Authentic 71-72 A, B & E-body gas pedal and mounting kit………………Each $55.00

WCH1 Authentic window crank handles correct for all 68-71 interior applications;
available with correct black plastic washer/spacers, includes set screw……..$55.00/pair

LSC2                           Authentic lower steering column shaft bearing visible in engine compartment 
and often discolored and melted.  As used 68-70 all available in 2 hole design.$82.00 Each

LSC3 and 3-hole design……………………………………………………………….$82.00 Each

HOSE 70-71 HEMI, e-body and b-body power steering hose.  Correct fit and size, but not 
authentic hose or end fittings………………………………………………................

$135.00 Each

TAPE2 Authentic 2” black paper tape as used on various interior and trunk applications
……………………………………………………………………………... $15.00/ Roll

FLOORMATS  Mopar floormats now available in black, blue and green.  
One piece mats with cutting instructions to make individual front and 
rear……………………………………………………………………….. Set $155.00

WBS FINALLY AVAILABLE! The correct washer bottle screws; also used at Cuda 
fuel filler tube, vent tube in trunk, seal in trunk.  Authentic phillips head and
 spin washer……………………………………………………………….. Each $1.50 
……………………………………………… …………………………Set of 10 $12.00

67WASH  67 B-body washer bottle. Original style. Never before available. Furnished with
correct mounting screws. Note: This bottle is unique to 67 B-body only… $60.00

803Y Washer bottle for 68-70 B-body. Authentic bottle with correctly mounted cap.
* Correct mounting screws 
included…………………………………………………………….Yellow Each $60.00

803W ………………………………………………………………………White  Each $60.00

WWB66 1966 B-body windshield washer bottle. Correct vintage bottle mounting screws
 Included………………………………………………………………….. $45.00

EWBE 1970 E-body windshield washer bottle. * Correct mounting screws included. Correct 
vintage bottle..Electric washer………………………………………….. $60.00

EWBM Manual washer…………………………………………………………. $69.00
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WH   Washer hose kits with correct rib pattern now available for 66-71 b body and 
all e-body with electric or manual foot pump…………………...……Kits $15.00 - $25.00

BPK  Body plug kits for most 64-74 models. Plastic and rubber style plugs. 70 E-Body
 includes unique shock tower covers. Specify body style and year…...Kits $30.00-$65.00

SUN Sunvisor tips. Correct and authentic. All models A, B, C, E-body……… Pair $5.00

CLL 1966 A, B, C-body interior quarter courtesy lamp lenses. Authenticlamp lenses.
 (Same as part # 2581027) Not used on Charger………………………….. Pair $25.00

SPS 66-67 B-body sill plate screws.
Authentic shoulder phillips screw with chrome finish: 
…………………………………………………………………………….. Each $1.50   
……………………………………………………………………………. Set of 8 $10.00

600 70-1 E-body door sill plates - limited quantity original…………………… Pair $130.00

SPSL 68-72 door sill plate screws, correct chrome plated screws as original
…………………………………………………………………………….Set of 12 $10.00

HPB Headlight pod mounting brackets, and lower grille brackets. As used
on 71 Cuda and Barracuda……………………………………………….. Set of 6 $65.00

WOM Correct wheel opening molding screws, 69-70 and 66-69………………. Each $0.75

WOM66-69 AM radio knobs for 70-72 E-body. Set of 4 pieces. These are NOS and
available in limited quantity………………………………………………. Inquire

SEAL Correct one inch square sealing strips for ends of E-body cowl
weatherstrip, used on all 70-71 E-body cars……………………………… Pair $3.00

HBC Correct heater box clips. Spring clip used to hold both halves of heater box 
on 66-74 A-body and 70-74 E-body, A-body uses 11; E-Body uses 9……. Each $5.00

                                                                              
ANT Limited quantity of N.O.S. antennae masts (for 68-71 cars)……………….Each $75.00

BS 66-67 Belvedere, Satellite, GTX rear end seal between bumper and body. 
This is authentic material with correct cutouts and mounting clips……  Each $75.00

JCKS  Authentic jack bar spring.  Correct spring as used 70-71 E-body, Chargers 
and some A-bodies.  As used to secure jack bar in trunk. Correctly plated as 
original……………………………………................................................. Each $10.00

SPOILER 70-71 Rear deck lid spoiler brackets. Authentic cast aluminum as original. $40.00 pair.

CBG Authentic 70-71 Cuda Rear Bumper guard filler. Correct black plastic as 
orginally used……………………………………………………….............  $24.00 Pair

FPPS  1.5 inches……………………………………………………………….. $10.00 Pair 
FPPL  1.75 inches………………………………………………………………. $10.00 Pair 
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CDL 68-70 Charger door; 2 fine thread 3/8 head bolts beside door latch……… $8.00 Set

JCKS66             66-67 authentic trunk jack mounting spring, correct  as original…….. ……$10.00 Each

TRIM  Correct black trim screws as used on all door end seals and quarter end seals…
………………………………………………………………………Set of 12 $10.00

SEAT 68-71 manual seat adjusting knobs, authentic and original…………….. $20.00 Each

TLS 70-74 CUDA TRUNK LOCK SHIELD screws, authentic Phillips head with external tooth
 washer, phosphate plated.  Set of 4 original screws used to secure black trunk lock
 mechanism shield………………………………………. ……………… $2.00 Each
…………………………………………………………………………… Set of 4 $5.00

SMN1 Now available are the seat mounting nuts in 1 inch diameter version.  Authentic
                                    toothed washer and correctly plated, zinc dichromate………………………$2.00 each

SMN Same as above but 1.25 inch version………………………………………..$2.00 each

NEW PRODUCTS FROM ROGER GIBSON
AUTO RESTORATION

HBAL           NEW! 66-71 street hemi harmonic balancer (vibration damper).  Authentic hemi balancer never 
                      before available.  Correct thickness, style, and weight.  Correct markings and ready to install.
                      Available exclusively from us………………………………………………………..each $ 450.00 
                      Photos can be viewed at our website:       www.rogergibsonautorestoration.com    
 HBWA             NEW! Correct harmonic balancer washer for above.  This is a stamped part as original.
                       This is NOT a laser cut/machined part.  The original washer was NEVER laser cut.
                        Correct thickness for hemi balancer ONLY……………………………………….each $20.00       

VAC Correct and Authentic Ribbed Vacuum Hose. Used for distributor vacuum advance, carb
choke diaphragm, 340-6 and 440-6 carbs. Sets for various applications available.

6VAC Six pack carb vacuum hose kit. For 340+6 and 440+6. Includes authentic ribbed vacuum
hose for 6 pack balance tubes with, carb choke diaphragm hose and distributor vacuum
advance hose…………………………………………………………….. $40.00 set. 
………………………………………………………with N.O.S. Hose $40.00 set

Daytona and superbird headlight vacuum hose. Authentic ribbed hose to replace cracked 
or broken hose sections. Specify lengths needed. No color coded hose available.

Authentic ribbed washer bottle hose, sets available. This is the hose from washer bottle to 
squirters.

All ribbed hose……………………………………………………. $8.00 / Foot.
N.O.S. vacuum hose………………………………………............. $10.00 /Foot.
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No Discounts Apply.

HSMB 70-71 E-Body exhaust, MUFFLER HEAT SHIELD bolts. Each rear shield uses 3.
Also used 71 front splash shields and 68-71 automatic frame splash shield. 
These are originals and are in limited supply. …………………….……… $3.00 Each
………………………………………………….…………………………. Set of 6 $15.00

Original 15/16 hex lock nut and original roll pin as used on front of strut from lower 
control arm to K-frame:

STRUT  Front suspension STRUT NUTS
ROLLPIN  Front suspension  ROLL PINS.    2 nuts and 2 roll pins……………………$15.00 set.

Limited supply.

PUSHNUT Authentic and original push nuts as used on interior control cable studs, some hood
 latches, bottom of dual snorkel air cleaner…………………………….. $1.50 each.

HB Authentic, correct, horn mounting bolts……………………………….Pair $5.00

TAPE Authentic black cloth friction tape as used on wiring, battery cables etc… $15.00 per roll

SMK Complete starter mounting kit…………………………………………… $10.00
Original lower STARTER MOUNTING stud with hardware.
Original upper bolt. Not used on direct drive starter. 

 
PENT Authentic fender pentastars as used on right lower fender……………….. $9.00 Each.

SPOILER 70-71 Rear deck lid spoiler brackets. Authentic cast aluminum as original. $40.00 pair.

66-69HH Authentic HEATER HOSE for 66-71; A, B and E body. ………………... $75.00 set
Ours is correctly ribbed and styled as original .Others have tried, you will only
 find the authentic and correct hose here. 

Authentic and correct FUEL LINE HOSE as used 66-72. Available in 3/8, 5/16 and 1/4. Correctly
marked as original. 3/8 and 5/16,………………………………………………………………… $10 per foot.

SHAKER SHAKER DRAIN hose sections. As used on all shaker hood base plates.
 2, 19 inch sections of correct ribbed hose with correct clamps…………..  $35.00 set.

5/8HOSE Authentic Breather hose. Correct 5/8 ribbed hose available for all breather to 
air cleaner applications; For 69 1/2 cars also used on air cleaner base for 
drain hose………………………………………………………………….. $10.00 / Foot.

SHROUD Authentic FAN SHROUD mounting nuts. These are original, nos nuts and were 
used on all 66-69 shrouds and 70-71 22 inch shrouds. Unique hex nut with 
flange washer.…………………………………………………….. Set of 5 $10.00

FFC Original nuts and washers to mount fan to fan clutch. 4 nut and washers,
 N.O.S. original hardware……………………………………………. $10.00 set.

OILH Hemi oil dipstick and tube kit. Authentic oil dipstick with white rubber insulation on 
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handle, tube, tube insulation and clamp………………………………… $75.00 set.

DCB       NEW!       Dana 60 rear cover bolts. Authentic and correct  “E” head marking as original.
                                     Used on all 68-72 dana covers.  Correctly plated   …………set of 10 $15.00

FOGCLIPS Original Cuda FOG LAMP Wiring Retainers. . Original-Limited Quantity, Unique 
wiring retainer never before available………………………………........... $5.00 Each
…………………………………………………………………….............. Set of 4 $15.00

67spring Original, N.O.S. 67-68  383/440 throttle return spring.  Original dark green
                                     spring with orange stripe.  These are ORIGINAL springs…………….$ 35.00 ea
                                       ………….authentic repo of above spring…………………………….$ 8.00 ea

SPRING CARB RETURN SPRING, 70-71 383 4-bbl. and 440 4 bbl and 69 440/383 4bbl.
 Authentic spring with correct number of coils and correct length. No need to use

 incorrect parts any longer. This spring is like original…………………… $12.00 each

MCB Correct Self Locking, cad plated, hex nut as used to secure master cylinder to power
 brake booster……………………………………………………………… Set of 4 $10.00

CAN E-Body Collapsible spare inflator bottle. Authentic type aluminum bottle with correct 
yellow cap. Very limited quantity…………………………………….  $225.00

WEDGE Original Style Hood Bumper Wedges. Black plastic, spring loaded wedge as used on 
70-1 E-Body and 71 B-Body……………………………………… …… $20.00 Pair

REDIDLE Authentic Red Idle Screw Limiter Caps as used on 70-71 carter hi-perf model carbs.
 All 70-71 hemis and other carter carbs…………………………….  $18.00 Pair

CBG Authentic 70-71 Cuda Rear Bumper guard filler. Correct black plastic as 
orginally used……………………………………………………….............  $24.00 Pair

SMP Correct E-Body shock tower plugs as used for 1970 E-Body. Orange rubber seal and 
steelbacking plates with correct screw. Uses 2 in trunk……………. . $28.00 Pair

OTP Correct 1971 trunk shock tower plugs. Authentic orange rubber plug with correct 
markings……………………………………………………………… $9.00  Pair

PWGO Original plug wire grommets. These are the last of the N.O.S…………… $6.50 Each 
……………………………………………………. ……or …………….. Set of 4 $25.00

ATP Automatic Transmission fluid pan bolts. Authentic and correct bolts
……………………………………………………$2.00 each………. Set of 14 $25.00 

LUG Luggage rack black plastic tips; correct and authentic tips……….. Set of 8 $20.00

COIL Authentic DATED COILS, correct markings and thick, original style post
 nuts. ………………………………………………………………. $70.00  

BHC Correct black squeeze type clamps as used on 5/8 breather hose to air cleaner 
applications………………………………………………………………inquire
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VCNO N.O.S. big block valve cover nuts as used on most engines and 66-70 hemi valve covers.
Limited supply of N.O.S. nuts,………………………………………. $3.00 Each
 Or………………………………………………………………...Set of 20 $45.00 

71STEER 71 Lower steering column nylon bushing/bearing. Often melted, discolored, or burned. 
This authentic piece is made of high temp correct material………………. $45.00 Each

TC      NEW! NEW!   E Body vent line clip.  As used on the right side wheelhouse in the trunk.  This clip
                                     Secures the vent tubesto the center wheelhouse flange. ………………..$ 8.00 each

HEMI fuel lines from fuel pump to carbs. Authentic type material as originally used.
 Specify 66-67 set:

MS109 66-67…………………………………………………………………….. $75.00 Set
MS110 68-71…………………………………………………………………….. $70.00 Set
MS128 Hemi fuel pump inlet fitting. Special long brass inlet fitting……............. $5.00 Each.

204 Upper control arm bumpers. Original bumper furnished with
 N.O.S. Locknut…………………………………………………. $27.50 Each.

027 Lower control arm bumpers. Original bumper furnished with 
N.O.S. locknut…………………………………………………………….. $15.00 Each

#8 #8 Plug wire holder. This bracket is mounted to the rearmost right manifold stud
 and holds the #8 plug wire. Used 67-71 all big block except hemi. … $10.00 Each.

LTMB 70-71 Transmission support mount bolt. N.O.S. original bolt, goes through mount on 
70-71 E-Body and 71 B-Body. With original nut and washer. Very Limited Supply.
……………………………………………………...…………................... $35.00 Set

EVAL 70 E-Body bottom valence screws. 2 original phillips head screws for bottom of valence 
at frame support straps. …………………………………………………… $4.00/Set.

E-Body metal floor pan plugs/covers. Used on all E-Bodies. Each car uses 2, 4 or 6. 
Available in both sizes. Specify size needed, these are furnished with correct mounting
 screw……………………………………………………………………. $10.00 Pair 

FPPS  1.5 inches……………………………………………………………….. $10.00 Pair 
FPPL  1.75 inches………………………………………………………………. $10.00 Pair
 

BPK Body plug kits for all popular models. Body bumper kits and body strap kits. 
All now available.  Call for pricing.kits $30.00-$65.00

NOSVAC Limited Quantity of N.O.S. original distributor vacuum advance hose and carb vacuum
 hose………………………………………….……………………. $10.00 / Foot
No discounts apply.
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245 Front leaf spring eye bushings…………..……………………….. $40.00 Pair

Correct and authentic FRONT LEAF SPRING EYE BRACKETS. Never before
 available. Furnished with correct press fit studs and mounting nuts.
 3 styles available:

FLSD Dodge b-body 68-70……………………………………………………… $90.00 Set
FLSP Plymouth b-body 68-70……………………………………………………. $90.00 Set
FLSE All e-body…………………………………………………..……………. $90.00 Set

LSB             New!  Authentic front leaf spring eye mounting bracket bolt, correct “H” head 

                                     marking as original; 4 inches long with one half inch thick  head………$8.00    

                                         Correct marsden nut available also!....$3.00 each/ complete set $22.00

LSSTUD Authentic front leaf spring eye hangar bracket studs. Original hardened “H” style
 studs with correct plating…………………………………………………. Set of 8 $16.00

500SH SHAKER BUBBLE COPPER GROUND STRAPS. Never before available, correct and
 authentic copper groundstraps that mount on the front underside of all shaker bubble 
scoops.  Furnished with instructions………………………………………. $35.00 pair

PWB Spark Plug wire brackets. Authentic brackets that mount to left and right front of exh
 manifolds, thermostat housing and #3 head bolt on left side. White nylon, 4-place plug
 holder included. Available for 69-71 Big Block. Also available as a set with all heat 
shields. All parts available separately.
Complete Kit with shields………………………………………….. $120.00 Kit
Plugwire BRKTS………………………………………………....... $90.00 Set

FENS Studs, J-nuts and nuts with large spin washer for lower fenders. 
12 piece set of all original hardware. For B&E Bodies…………………….  $20.00 Set

FENW Fender adjustment shim washers. Special washers often used with above hardware.
Three different thickness washers available as original. …………… $3.00 Each

MS104 Authentic fuel line for 70 440-4BBL. AVS carb. original material…….......$40.00

MS103 Authentic fuel line for 70 383 holley 4-BBL equipped. Original material…$28.00

SCB Lower steering column bearing bolts. Special bolt at bottom of steering column in 
engine compartment.  Correctly plated…………………………………. $3.00 Pair

CPB Authentic crank pulley bolts. Correct washer and plating………………. Set of 6 $15.00

O19 Authentic lock nuts for large rear end to leaf spring U bolts that attach shock
 mounting plates. Special locking nut correctly finished………………. Set of 8 $15.00

DASHPOT 68-69 Hemi 4-spd, rear carb dash pot and bracket. …………………………$150.00

GS Authentic front suspension rubber grease seal kits for upper and lower ball joints, idler,
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 and tie red ends:
65-67 B-Body………………………………………………………
E- Body……………………………………………………………all kits $100.00
68-70 B-Body………………………………………………………

332 Fram air filter for 69-71 hemi oval air cleaner bases and all 340-6 pack and 440-6 pack 
applications ………………………………………………………………… inquire

731W White firewall wiring clips as found on some 71 B and E bodies. These are the large style
 clip with a single prong that pushes in to mount……………………........... $5.00 Each

Correct ENGINE BLOCK DRAIN PLUGS. Square style or hex style were originally used. 
 We have both correctly plated. Specify style:

HEXPLUG………………………………………………………………………………………… $5.00 Each
SQPLUG…………………………………………………………………………………………... $5.00 Each

HEX Original intake manifold hex plug. This plug was used on intakes for 340, 383, 
440, 440-6  and hemi that had no vacuum nipple. Correctly plated…........ $5.00 Each

AGS Authentic air grabber actuator spring. This is the unique spring that mounts on the
 vacuum actuator on the hood to air door rod. Used 70-72 plymouth with air grabber
 and 71 dodge with air grabber. 
Correctly plated as original.  Never before available………...…………….. $15.00 Each.

6WIR 1971 6-Pack distributor solenoid vacuum advance wires. This is the two mated wire leads 
that connect to the distributor vacuum advance unit. One wire has a red male connector the
 other black plastic female………………………………………………….  $25.00 Each

SP B-Body stud protector. Usually found on upper stud at brake backing plate in engine 
compartment. 68-70 B-Body……………………………………..................  $5.00 Each

AVS Carter avs carb to air cleaner base gasket. Authentic and correct gasket - never before 
available ……………………………………………………........................ $8.00 Each

71EHOOK 71 B and E-Body, Emergency brake hook as used at center trans cross-member. Authentic
 and correct………………………………………………………………….  $25.00 Each

71EROD 71 B and E body, long e-brake adjusting rod with correct locknut…………. $45.00 Each

VAP Authentic vapor separators - Now once again available. Used on all 68-71 440-4, 440-6, 
Hemi…………………………………………………………..…. $65.00 Each

SSC  Space saver spare valve stem caps……………………………….......... $10.00 Each

71ATKS 1971 340, 440 440-6 pack AUTO TRANS linkage return spring 
correctly color coded …………………………………………… $15.00 Each

ATKS Now Available - correct AUTO TRANS kickdown return linkage spring. 68-69-70 4bbl.
Yellow color code with red stripe.various applications ……………… $15.00 Each

69ATKS 69 1/2 + 70 six pack AUTO TRANS linkage kickdown return spring.
 Authentic spring painted white as original…………………........................  $15.00 Each
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PINION Dana pinion snubber bolt set……………………………………………. $6.00 Set

CDL 68-70 Charger door; 2 fine thread 3/8 head bolts beside door latch……… $8.00 Set

DLT DAYTONA latch tray fastener set, original bolts with correct head marking;
 40 pieces………………………………………………………………. $60.00 Kit

WWK 68-70 B-Body windshield washer kits with correct supply line hose…. $75.00 Kit

PIT Original lockwasher and hex nut for pittman arm. Correct thin style hexnut$10.00 Set

69SCR 69 1/2 Air cleaner base drain door screws. Connect unique screws……. $2.00 Each

SW70 70-71 B and E-Body front sway bar bushing brackets…………………… $40.00 Pair

SHAKN Shaker hood trim ring nuts with special toothed washer. Specify 10/24 or 10/32
 stud size…………………………………………………………......... $20.00 Set

SCR Correct screws for 69 1/2 air cleaner base drain doors…………….. $2.00 Each

DCG Correct dana 60 cover gasket……………………………………………. $10.00 Each

383SOL 71 383 4spd carb solenoids. Limited quantity of solenoids complete with
 bracket and wiring. These are N.O.S…………………………………….$200.00 Each

UBOLTS Authentic rear U bolts and correct locking nuts. Correctly plated. Set of 4 U bolts
 and 8 nuts for all 8 3/4 and 9 3/4 rears……………………….. $65.00 Set

EMLAB Correct Emission labels as found under hood on inner fender…………. $8.00 Each

TP Correct tire pressure labels………………………………………………… $7.00 Each

HARNTAG Correct wiring harness tags for engine compt, rear taillights; 
dash and battery cables……………………………………………………. $6.00 Each

Note: All our tags feature quality materials as original, as well as correct colors and type 
font.  These are not dime-store type tags commonly seen up to now.

HBOLTS **Authentic “H” head marking carb bolts as used 69 and 70 4bbl. and six pack engines
Limited supply……………………………………………………………. $2.00 Each 
………………………………………………………….………………… Set of 4 $8.00
 …………………………………………………………….........................Set of 12 $20.00

OPB Authentic oil pan mounting bolts……………………………….  Set of 20 $20.00

71VCNO  Authentic 71 HEMI VALVE COVER NUTS. Correct tall style nut as orginal. Also 
used on hemi intake manifold. ……………………………………… $5.00 Each

WMN Wiper motor mounting nuts, silver cad plated as original. Set of 3 mounts all 2 speed 
and 3 speed wipers to firewall……………………………………………. $5.00 Set
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HIK HEMI INTAKE MANIFOLD MOUNTING KIT. Authentic and correct head
 markings as orginal for 68-71 hemi. Kit also includes correct tall style nut with

 spin washer for all studs and instructions……………………………. $135.00 Kit

67HIK Same as above, except kit contains authentic and correct “HEX” bolts as used 
66-67 Hemi………………………………………………………………….$120.00 Kit

IB   Intake manifold mounting hardware finally available.  Authentic grade 8, “TR”
 headmarking.  As used on all big block (383, 440, 440-6). Correct phosphate
 plating……………………………………………………………SET of 8 $30.00
WITH CORRECT WASHERS FOR ALUMINUM INTAKE……..... $35.00 / Set

999                    NEW! Manual brake drum Master Cylinder cover.  Correct zinc
                                      Dichromate (gold) plated as used 67-70 all………cover and gasket…………$100.00
999K                        …………………………………………with correct plated strap and bolt………$110.00

UCA                            NEW!  Never before available, upper control arm, cam adjusting hardware.  
                                     correct long bolt and  thick washers along with authentic lockwasher and nut, 
                                     phosphate plated as original.    Complete  set of  four………$65.00   
 
DCB                           Authentic “E” head marking, dana rear cover bolts as used 68-72.set 10/ $15.00  

LSB                New!  Authentic front leaf spring eye mounting bracket bolt, correct “H” head 

                                     marking as original; 4 inches long with one half inch thick  head………$ 8.00 ea  

                         Correct marsden nut available also!...........$ 3.00 ea/ complete set $22.00

ATHD             NEW! Authentic auto trans to engine mounting kit.  Includes auto trans bell to
                                    engine and both 2 inch long bolts at the left and right lower corners. Authentiic
                                    Hardware with correct head markings (big block & hemi).....…………….kit $ 16.00

                         

HBAL           NEW! 66-71 street hemi harmonic balancer (vibration damper).  Authentic hemi balancer never 
                      before available.  Correct thickness, style, and weight.  Correct markings and ready to install.
                      Available exclusively from us………dealer and quantity discounts……….each $450.00
                      Photos can be viewed at our website:      www.rogergibsonautorestoration.com    

******CHECK OUT NEW UPPER AND LOWER RAD HOSES PG. 19******

HBWA            NEW! Correct harmonic balancer washer for above.  This is a stamped part as original.
                       This is NOT a laser cut/machined part.  The original washer was NEVER laser cut.
                        Correct thickness for hemi balancer ONLY……………………………………….each $20.00       
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71GC             Original 71 cuda only fuel cap. Authentic and correct “PRESSURE VACUUM”
             gas cap……………………………………………………………………..Each $90.00

HFB Authentic and correct vintage Holley fuel bowl screws; correct flat face, tapered head
Screw to be used with a flat blade screwdriver.  Note: current hex head fuel bowl
screws are absolutely incorrect for 69-71 applications…………………………….$3.00 each

WIRING         We are now distributors for the most authentic wiring products available.  Our
                          authentic line of products include, headlight, taillight, engine, under dash, 
                         Daytona and Superbird unique  items, as well as many miscellaneous items needed 
                         for body detail in general.   Also our wiring products include authentic wiring tags
                         where applicable…………………………………………….…call us with any needs
                           Complete catalog/listing coming soon  ** SPECIALTY WIRING  see pg. 26**

*****SEE PAGE 6 FOR MANY NEW RESTORATION SERVICES AVAILABLE*****

DVA                 Distributor vacuum advance mounting hardware.  Original special screws and washers 
                          to mount distributor vacuum advance to distributor.  Correctly plated. Set of 2 original
                          bolts and washers…………………………………………………complete set     $8.00

AGHC             Air grabber hose routing clips, set of 6…………………………………………….$ 30.00

SPLK               Six pack carb linkage kit, rods, clips, etc…………………………………………...$ 80.00

****** NEW SPECIALTY WIRING ITEMS, SEE PAGE 26******

****** NEW REAR SPRING REBUILD/MOUNTING KITS, SEE PAGES 43 - 44 ******

MMkit NEW!  Complete Hemi motor mount hardware set.  Includes ALL fasteners to
                                    mount the motor mount brackets and left and right insulators (rubber); also
                                    authentic long bolt for left mount…… …………………………..66 – 69 kit  $75.00
                                                          …………………………………………………….70 – 71 kit  $72.00

MMKBB NEW! Authentic complete big block motor mount and insulator mount kit.  Complete
                                    HARDWARE ONLY,  kit to mount engine to k-frame…….…………..kit $105.00
MMKSB same as above….for small block………………………………………...kit $90.00

MMB1 Authentic hemi long motor mount bolt.  Never before available.  Correct 
“38” grade 5 head marking and cad plated as original, use one per car.  Furnished

            with original conical washer……………………………………………………$ 20.00 each

MMB2 340, 383, and 440-4, 440-6 long motor mount bolt for rubber insulators.  Use 1 per side
 furnished with original washer.  Authentic “38” grade 5 headmarking and correctly cad 
plated………………………………………………………………………   …$ 25.00 pair

DIST1           Immediately available are our hemi and dual point 4 barrel distributor leads.  Featuring
                        Authentic/correct wire, original terminal ends with correct markings and assembly line 
                        correct red sleeve at coil terminal end.  This is a quality part not available anywhere else
                                                                                  ………………………………………………$45.00 each
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DIST2            Same as above for  440-6 applications, 69 and 70 only………………….$45.00 each
                               340-6 lead available….inquire

TC      NEW! NEW!   E Body vent line clip.  As used on the right side wheelhouse in the trunk.  This clip
                                     Secures the vent tubesto the center wheelhouse flange. ………………..$ 8.00 each

SMN1             Authentic seat mounting nuts now available in 1 inch version.  As used for firewall and
                        seat mounting applications.  Authentic and correct toothed washer and zinc (gold) 
                       dichromate plating……………………………………………………………………$2.00 each

971                 Rear transmission support mount as used on 70-74 E-body and 71-74 B-body, auto or 
                       4-spd.  All engines…………………   ………………………………………………inquire
971K              …same as above supplied with original long crossbolt and nut with washer     ……inquire

971H            Same as above, for hemi applications (painted yellow as original)….mount 
only……………………………………………………………………….…inquire

971HK …………………………kit, with crossbolt, nut and washer       ………    inquire
                                     ***New*** Original 5/8 hex mounting bolts for all above/use 2 per car….$4.00 each

VOLT70 ***WE HAVE ACQUIRED A LIMITED QUANTITY OF ORIGINAL,
NOS 70-71 VOLTAGE REGULATORS; VARIOUS DATE CODES AVAILABLE 
……………………………………………………………………………... EACH $150.00

TRICO            Limited supply of NOS/ORIGINAL 68-70 B-body wiper blades. These
are old original Stock with the correct patent numbers on the original 
rubber blades………………………………………………………………..Set of 2 $80.00

SWAY70 Finally available! Correct sway bar mounting end link kit for 70-72 B and E bodies.
Authentic “L5” bolt head marking with correct sleeve and original bushings and washers
with nut……………………………………………………………………. Pair $75.00
Complete mounting kit: includes end link kit above, sway bar bushing brackets and all 
Hardware…………………………………………………………………….Kit $105

BBAB Authentic long alternator mounting bolt.  Correct “H” head marking, grade 8 bolt.
 Furnished with original washer. As used all 67-71, 383, 440-4, 440-6……Each $10.00
With 2 upper spacers…………………………………………………….. Set $20.00

HAB Hemi long alternator mounting bolt.  Authentic “H” head marking, grade 8 bolt 
Furnished with original washer.  Hemi ONLY 66-71……….……… Each $15.00
With 2 upper spacers……………………………………………….. Set   $25.00

HABO NOS/ORIGINAL hemi and small block long alternator upper mounting bolt. 
 Limited supply of  Original “dogbone” grade 8 headmarking bolts………..Each $25.00

ALTS Three piece alternator and strap spacer set.  Correctly plated……………. Set  $15.00
Specify Big block or Hemi

ATHD             NEW! Authentic auto trans to engine mounting kit.  Includes auto trans bell to
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                                    engine and both 2 inch long bolts at the left and right lower corners. Authentiic
                                    Hardware with correct head markings (big block & hemi).....…………….kit $ 16.00

BELE              Authentic 4-speed  bell housing to engine mounting kit; authentic 12 piece kit 
                        Featuring authentic bolts and washers (66-71,383,440,hemi)………….. Kit $22.00

BELS Above kit for small block………………………………………………………...$15.00

BELT             Authentic 4-speed trans to bell housing mounting kit. Authentic 8 piece kit with 
                        Correct washers. 66-71 all engines………………………................. Set $10.00

USKA                Underhood strap kits/aged look; perfect for original unrestored vehicles …$12-$26

FTstud               Fuel tank studs; support straps to body; original style………………… $7.50ea

GP2                    Authentic gas pedal kits; 71 B and E body…………………………… $55.00
GP3                    Authentic gas pedal kit; 70 E-body……………………………………... $54.00

481                     Authentic gas tank filler neck grommet………………………………… $12.00

WCH1               Authentic window crank handles as used all models, 68-71; correct chrome
 finish and small black knob as original. Includes black plastic washer/spacer
 as needed and set screw. ………………………………………SET OF 2  $55.00

LSC2                Lower steering column shaft bearings. Authentic lower bearing visible in engine compartment
                          Often discolored and melted; available in 2-hole ………………………………….$82.00 each
LSC3                  and 3-hole………………………………………………………………………….$82.00 each

JCKS66             66-67 authentic trunk jack mounting spring, correct  as original…………………$10.00 Each

LSBOLT  Leaf spring stack bolt and nut.  Authentic rounded head bolt as used to clamp the individual leaf 
springs…………………………………….(2 bolts/2 nuts) ………………………. $15.00 Pair

FLOORMATS Mopar floormats now available in black, blue and green.  
One piece mats with cutting instructions to make individual front and 
rear………………………………………………………………………………… Set $155.00

TAT  Authentic heavy black cloth tape as used to secure the air cleaner rubber seal at the glued 
seam/joint.  Used on all AAR and T/A; found on some shaker seals; supplied 
precut and ready to apply……………..……………………………………... Each $12.00

TAPE2 Authentic 2” black paper tape as used on various interior and trunk applications
……………………………………………………………………………... $15.00/ Roll

SUPPORT  Authentic 68-70 b-body lower fender support braces, 
with authentic hardware……………………………………………………… $45.00 Set

TRIM  Correct black trim screws as used on all door end seals and quarter end seals…
………………………………………………………………………..Set of 12 $10.00
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TCBAT Hemi automatic throttle cable brackets, supplied with cable clamp and nut……. Each $65.00

TCBMT Hemi manual 4-speed throttle cable brackets, supplied with cable clamp and nut Each $65.00

****Distributor rebuild service available for all dual and single point distributors.  Complete repair and 
restoration to show quality…………………………………………………………………….. INQUIRE

WH  Correct ribbed washer bottle hose kits available for B and E body electric.
 Manual foot pump with correct rib pattern also available………………….Kits $15.00-$25.00

OPW  Hemi and 440-6 oil pressure sending unit resistance wire now available.  Authentic 
gray and black wire with correct terminals and part number tag as used on all 70 hemi 
and 440-6 with rallye gauges……………………………………………....……. Each $45.00

TH Authentic Original Thermostat Housing Cover, Part # 2780970 AS 
Used On All Engines 67-72………………………………………...………......... $35.00 Each

 As a kit with 2 correct “H” cover bolts, gasket and thermostat………………….. $45.00 Kit

OPHS Hemi Oil Pressure Sending Unit Heat Shield…
Unlike Others On The Market…..This Is Actually Correct And
Matches The Originals………………………………………………...…............ $25.00 EACH

.

ECLAMP Emergency Brake Cable Clamp That Wraps Around The Right Side Cable And Mounts To 
Floorboard On 8 ¾ Rear And
To The Right Side Axle Tube On Dana Rear Ends.

  Clamp And Bolt Set. (Dana use 2; 8 ¾ use 1)……………………………………… $15.00

HB Authentic, correct, horn mounting bolts…………………………………………Pair $5.00

P Original inner fender cover access screws with correct “P” head marking.
                         As used all bodies 66-72………………………..set of 4   $10.00

TRK     NEW! !!         NEW!  Correct “TR” bolt for idler arm mounting. Authentic bolt with correct tri-castle nut

                                    and cotter pin.   Bolt available separately…..................................3 piece kit…..$15.00

66BC 66 B-Body Leaf Spring Band Clamps.  Authentic With The
Correct Round Hole On The Short End Of The Band Clamp As 
Original…………………………………………………………………………… Each $13.00
………………………………………………………….…..…………….Set Of 8 $85.00

ATSTUD   Authentic/Original Carb Linkage Mounting Stud And Nut.  
ATNUT  Used To Connect Kickdown Linkage And Related Throttle Spring And Auto 

Kickdown Spring, Correctly Plated Of Course………………………………….Set$40.00

SPSL  Authentic 68-72 Door Sill Plate Screws, Correct Chrome Finish
 As Original……………………………………………………………………… $1.00 EACH
……………………………………………………………………….SET OF 12 $10.00
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BBC  Authentic Bumper Bolts, correct style with original nut, washer and lockwasher $4.00 EACH

BTB             NEW!   Battery Tray bolts. Correct, original bolts, 1 inch diameter washer with pointed paint 
                       cutter tip. Found on most 66-70 ……………………………………….set of 4…….$8.00

             
HMMB  66-71 Hemi Motor Mount Bracket To Engine Block Hardware Kit.  Correct Studs,

 Lockwashers And Nuts As Original,
 18 PIECES……………………………………………………………………...…. $35.00

PBN Hemi Intake Manifold Vacuum Nipple as used for power brake applications.
Correct single, hex nipple for rear of hemi intake………………………………… $15.00 Each

 66-69 HEMI CARB MOUNTING HARDWARE KIT. 
HCS Correct studs --
HCN Nuts to mount carbs to intake --

……………………………………………………………….........................Complete Set $20.00

TIMING Authentic TIMING CHAIN COVER bolts, big block and hemi………….. ……….Set of 8 $15.00

THERM Authentic and correct THERMOSTAT HOUSING bolts,
 correct “H” head marking with nyloc pellet……………………………................ Set of 2 $4.00

WPHB WATER PUMP HOUSING bolt set, all correct bolts to mount water pump housing to 
block, big block and hemi………………………………………………………… Set $25.00

WPB WATER PUMP to housing bolts, authentic and correct bolts…………................ Set of 4 $8.00

OPB OIL PAN bolt set, authentic bolt set ”23” head marking with nyloc pellet for all with 
windage tray…………………………………………………………... .............Set of 20 $20.00

DISTCLIPS Distributor Cap Holdown Clips for dual point cap, correct plating with 
mounting hardware……………………………………………………….............. Set of 2 $35.00

508 same as above, NOS/original for single point caps (PN 1838508)………………….pair $15.00

IDLE Holley Carb Idle Mixture Caps, are back again, correct caps as original…………..pair $20.00

SEAT 68-71 manual seat adjusting knobs, authentic and original……………………….. $20.00 Each

6PCG Authentic 69 ½ -71 six pack carb base gaskets and carb to air cleaner gaskets. Individual
                        A/C base gaskets…..set of 3…..$30.00 ……….with carb base baskets  Set of 6 $35.00

RAV Rear axle vent valves supplied with correct washer/correct  zinc-dichr. plating…. $35.00 Each
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69DVD 69 ½ six pack videos now available on DVD…………………………………….. $40.00
70DVD 70 six pack videos now available on DVD……. ………………………………… $50.00

TLS 70-74 TRUNK LOCK SHIELD screws, authentic Phillips head with external tooth
 washer, phosphate plated.  Set of 4 original screws used to secure black trunk lock
 mechanism shield……………………………………………. ……………… $2.00 Each
………………………………………………………………………………… Set of 4 $5.00

349 68-71 bbl air filter. Vintage Fram air filter as original. Replaces part number 2863349. 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. $50.00 Each

TECH71 70-71 E-body, body and trim guide. Covers body blackout, stripes, emblems and some 
AAR & T/A. ……………………………………………………………………… $20.00 Each

NOSPCV NOS 70-71 barrel style PCV valves…these are original NOS……………........... $20.00 Each

PCVE Authentic 67-69 metal PCV valve………………………………………………... $30.00 Each

PCV PCV Valves, 3 rib………………………………………………………………… $15.00 Each

MS106 69½ -71 six-pack upper fuel line set from fuel pump to carbs
MS108 691/2 – 71 six-pack lower fuel line set from fuel pump to carb

……………………(available separately)…………………………………………. $70.00 Set

ACS  Authentic 70 and 71 six pack carb air cleaner mounting studs. 
 Correct “rolled” on threads as original and phosphate plated…………………….. $18.00 Pair

FENDERTAG Authentic FENDER TAG screws………………………………………........ $4.00 Pair

71EHOOK 71 B and E body e-brake long adjusting rod with original locknut center hook
 (e-body)…............................................................................................................... SET $65.00 

71EROD long rod and NOS nut…………………………………………………………….. SET $45.00

67spring Original, N.O.S. 67-68  383/440 throttle return spring.  Original dark green
                                     spring with orange stripe.  These are ORIGINAL springs…………….$ 35.00 ea
                                       ………….authentic repo of above spring…………………………….$ 8.00 ea

TB71 71 TRANS CROSSMEMBER BOLTS AND NUTS. 
 AUTHENTIC SET OF 4 FLANGE HEAD/PILOT POINT BOLTS AND NUTS
 WITH SPIN WASHERS AS ORIGINALLY USED FOR 71 CARS………….. $25.00 Set

DISTHD  Distributor HOLDDOWN BOLT with authentic washer………………………. $8.00 Set

IB   Big block INTAKE MANIFOLD MOUNTING BOLTS (383, 440, 440-6).  Authentic
 “TR” headmarking.  These are grade 8 bolts as orginal……………………...Set/8 $30.00

IBA ****with correct washers for aluminum 440-6 intake………………………..Set/8 $35.00

079    NEW!      Authentic valve cover breather canister grommet as used on 70-71 hemi, 70-72
                          big  block and small block, featuring all correct markings………………$9.00 Each
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926    NEW!       Authentic PCV grommet as used 67-72 most all engine applications.  
                            Featuring correct markings as original…………………………………….$9.00 each
                                  

****DON’T FORGET TO CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEB SITE:  www.rogergibsonautorestoration.com
and new cars for sale section

Misc.

T-SHIRTS………………………………………………………………………………...………. Each $15.00
T-SHIRT-ANV              25th Anniversary 70 Hemi Cuda         Specify Size: M, L……………… Each $15.00
T-SHIRT-69RR             69 Roadrunner Specify Size: M, ……………….. Each $15.00
T-SHIRT-69 ½ Specify Size: L, XL, XXL……….Each $18.00

CUDA 1970 Hemicuda desktop easel. Full color red Hemicuda Aprox. 9 inches x 4 inches $50.00 

Mailing/Shipping Address:

Auto Restoration Parts Supply                          Roger Gibson
Frank Badalson                                                 106 State Hwy PP
7622 Whitepine Rd.                                          Scott City  MO  63780
Richmond  VA 23237 
804 275 2155                                                    573 264 2022
Fax 804 275 1969

WEB  www.rogergibsonautorestoration.com

Auto Restoration Parts Supply Order Form
Fax to: 804-275-1969 Or Mail to: FRANK BADALSON

7622 Whitepine Rd
Richmond, VA 23237

Quantity
Order

Number
Brief

 Description
Model/

Body Style Price
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Ordering Company Name: ________________________  Telephone number of person that can 
answer questions regarding this order: 
(_____) ______-_________

Billing Address: ______________________Ship To Address: _____________________
  

______________________ ____________________

_______________________ ____________________

 
Visa or Master Card Number Including Security Code: ________________________________    Exp. Date___/____

Page 2 of 2

Quantity
Order

Number
Brief

 Description
Model/

Body Style Price
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